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Status of the Data
The earthquake location and magnitude data (Appendix 3) and focal mechanism data (Table 6-1) are
the main data in FYOO developed for this report. The location/magnitude data were generated under
appropriate quality-assurance controls; namely, EPR-002 Determining the Location of Earthquakes
Recorded by the Yucca Mountain Seismic Network and DPR-003 Determining the Magnitude of
Earthquakes Recorded by the Yucca Mountain Seismic Network. A preliminary set of this data has
been submitted to the TDMS under DTN UN0106SPA012JB.001 as "non-Q" data, pending final
review and approval of this report. The FYOO focal mechanism data were submitted to the TDMS
under DTN UN0108SPA012DV.006; again, this was submitted as "non-Q" pending report approval.
This report makes use of prior location/magnitude datasets that have been submitted to the TDMS by
the NSL (Nevada Seismological Laboratory); their DTN's and status are as follows:
Period of Data DTN# Status
FY98-99 UN0007SPA012DV.002 non-Q
FY97 MO9906SEISYMNV.OOO Q
FY96 MO970483117412.002 Q
1995 (01/01-09/30) UN0009SPA012DV.004 non-Q
1994(01/01-12/31) GS950383117412.003 Q
1993(01/01-12/31) GS950183117412.001 Q
1992 (10/01-12/31) UN0009SPA012DV.003 non-Q
The reason for the non-Q status of the 1992 and 1995 datasets is complex. We intend to qualify
these two datasets with one of the alternative methods of QAP-3.7. The FY98-99 non-Q status will
be changed as soon as the final draft is submitted and reviews are signed off.
Other FYOO data shown in graphs and tables herein were generated from the raw source data which
have been submitted to the Records Processing Center under the titles "Raw seismic data collected
5by the Southern Great Basin Digital Seismic Network - 10/01/99 to 09/30/00", and "YMP Strong
Motion Network: Data: Period ... to ..." where "..." covers several specific dates within FYOO.
These data were collected under appropriate quality-assurance procedures; namely, IPR-001
Operation of the Yucca Mountain Digital Seismic Network and BPR-004 Operation of the Yucca
Mountain Strong-Motion Network. Details of data collection, data flow, and data processing and
locations of data files, both raw and developed, are given in scientific notebook UCCSN-UNR-012
Development and Operation of the Hardware and Software for the UNRSL Seismic Monitoring
System. This notebook was reviewed in May 2001.
Reference is made data of the "analog" and "digital" networks within this report. Prior to October
1995, this analog network was the primary monitoring network and all data was collected under QA
controls. After this date the digital network became the primary monitoring network, and the raw
data from the analog network was not used in developing hypocenters or focal mechanisms.
However, in January of 2000, raw data from a greatly reduced analog network was again used in
developing this final data. The analog data collection since that time is treated in EPR-001
(Operation of the Yucca Mountain Digital Seismic Network) to assure its quality. Only timing and
polarity are addressed, and the raw data of the analog are not used in any ground-motion amplitude
calculations.
Methodology described in this report for seismic monitoring activities meets the requirements of the
QARD. Data collection and analysis are governed by applicable UCCSN Implementing Procedures
(IP) and by an approved UCCSN Scientific Investigation Plan (SIP-UNR-004). There are no
"models" treated in this report. Data reduction is governed by applicable IP's and the SIP.
Abstract
Starting on October 1, 1995, the monitoring of seismicity within the southern Great Basin near
Yucca Mountain was performed with a new digital network. This network features three-component
recording with 24-bit A/D conversion in the field. Continuous data are collected at 20 sps, and event
triggered windows are collected at 100 sps. A seismic bulletin of events is made by automatically
associating triggers among stations, classifying the local earthquake events, and locating the
earthquakes and computing their magnitudes with conventional methods. This report covers the
operational and seismic results of the fifth full year (FYOO) of the improved, digitally based,
monitoring.
The FYOO earthquake bulletin includes approximately 2300 events within about 50 km of Yucca
Mountain. The largest event in FYOO, magnitude (ML) of 3.1, is anomalously low relative to the
largest events in each of the 22 prior years of monitoring. Nearly one-half of the FYOO earthquakes
are concentrated in the aftershock zone of the 1992 Little Skull Mountain (LSM) earthquake.
Another primary contribution to the catalog are aftershocks of the ML 4.7 January 27, 1999,
Frenchman Flat earthquake, which continued through FYOO. Hypocentral depths are largely
concentrated in the range of 7-12 km, consistent with previous years. This is primarily a
consequence of the depth distribution of aftershocks of the LSM earthquake; the LSM rupture
surface was confined to between 6 and 12 km. The observed minimum detection thresholds for
earthquakes within the network range in ML from -0.3 to 0.5 or greater, with the lower threshold
achieved for earthquakes in the LSM and Yucca Mountain areas where the network is most dense.
7From the FYOO earthquakes, 28 new short-period first motion focal mechanisms were reliably
determined. These, and the nearly 260 from the previous four years, show a consistent picture of the
overall stress field in the region of the digital network. The tension axis is oriented at roughly 60°
west of north, at shallow dip, and the pressure axis at roughly 30° east of north, with greater
variability in the dip direction accounting for a collection of both strike-slip and dip-slip faulting
within NW-SE extension.
In FYOO three additional small events occurred within 10 km of the ESF, all with magnitudes < 0.
First-motion focal mechanisms could not be determined for any of these due to the limited number of
stations that detected the events. In addition, two events were located in the southern part of the
Yucca Mountain block, more than 10 km from the ESF; and a first-motion focal mechanism could be
determined for one of these.
1. Introduction
This report covers the seismicity observed within the Yucca Mountain region during the fifth year of
operation of the digital network, termed the Southern Great Basin Digital Seismic Network
(SGBDSN). The differences between this and the former analog network which was operational
from 1978 to 1995 and the benefits of the digital network are discussed in von Seggem and Smith
(1997) and von Seggern and dePolo (1998). The largest changes in general seismic network
operations, collection and processing of seismic data, were made at the transition from the analog to
digital network in 1995. In FYOO the complete transition to the Antelope seismic network
processing software was accomplished. It should be noted that the quantity and quality of raw data
have remained essentially unchanged through the transition to Antelope. Late in this fiscal year, we
introduced strong-motion recording at ten of the SGBDSN sites near Yucca Mountain. This
provides the dynamic range within the real-time network processing system to assure that the largest
events in the region will remain on-scale. The velocity sensors that comprise the SGBDSN were
never designed to stay on scale for the largest earthquakes.
This report is organized to first present the basic information on the network performance. This
comprises a brief description of the data recording, an explanation of recording problems, a
discussion of the processing procedures, and explanation of how the final catalog is produced. A
more extensive presentation of these topics was made in von Seggem and Smith (1997). The report
then presents the recorded and located seismicity as measured by the SGBDSN in FYOO. A more
detailed treatment of special events or topics is given; among these are earthquakes for which focal
mechanisms could be determined, earthquakes close to Yucca Mountain, or earthquakes having
9relatively large magnitude or some other aspect of interest. For the first time since the inception of
the digital network, we look at the seismicity of Death Valley. This is possible due to the integration
of all Nevada seismic networks under the Antelope seismic processing software, as described later.
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2. Data Collection and Processing
Data Control
In order to produce a final product, seismic data collected for earthquake studies pass through a
number of formats and are moved from file to file, even between computing systems at the NSL
(Nevada Seismological Laboratory). The control and management of this data is described in the
implementing procedure IPR-002, and added details are often contained in the scientific notebook
UCCSN-UNR-012. Integrity of the data throughout this process has been documented in that
notebook.
Station Description
By September 2000 the Southern Great Basin Digital Seismic Network (SGBDSN) included 29
digital seismograph stations (Fig. 2-1). Three new stations (STH, ECO and YFT) were added to the
network in FYOO. The first (STH; Striped Hills) is officially part of the SGBDSN, but the latter two
(ECO; Echo Peak, and YFT; Yucca Flat) were installations funded by Sandia National Laboratory
(SNL). These two stations are installed on the SGBDSN telemetry system, and data are transmitted
and processed in the same way as for all other SGBDSN sites. Some stations of the former analog
monitoring network have been maintained outside the SGBDSN to aid in the characterization of
Death Valley area seismicity and in regions not monitored effectively outside of the SGBDSN. A
map of a larger area showing the analog (SGBSN) stations along with the digital (SGBDSN) stations
is shown in Figure 2-2. Data from analog stations were used to determine focal mechanisms and to
aid in the location of events, both topics covered later in this report. Note that the stations SHP and
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NEN (Figure 2-2), providing some coverage of the Las Vegas area southeast of Yucca Mountain, are
digital stations installed in southern Nevada by NSL and are not part of the SGBDSN. The
SGBDSN stations transmit to one of the five telemetry nodes shown in Figure 2-3. The exact
installation dates of the SGBDSN stations, along with the location information for each, are listed in
Appendix 1. Most digital stations use Geotech S-13 seismometers. A few use Guralp CMG-40
seismometers. SNL stations ECO and YFT are configured with GS-13 seismometers. The AL5
station within Alcove 5 of the ESF (Exploratory Studies Facility) uses a Mark Products 3-component
L4 seismometer and had operated with a Geotech FPS-11 A, 3-component, strong-motion instrument.
None of the GS-13, Guralp, or Mark Products seismometers are used in magnitude computations.
Also, no analog station data are used to calculate earthquake magnitudes. During FYOO ten digital
sites were upgraded with strong-motion instrumentation. Supplemental 16-bit A/D cards were
added to onsite recorders in order to handle the output from RefTek Model 133-05 accelerometers.
Data from these strong-motion sites are available in near real time and recorded and archived along
with all SGBDSN data. The strong-motion data will be discussed in a later section of this report.
The response in digital counts to ground displacement versus frequency of the SGBDSN instruments
is shown in Figure 2-4. These responses are nominal for all instruments in the two main groups, S-
13 or CMG-40. Actual calibration data show that there is only a maximum of ±10% deviation for
any particular instrument from the nominal curves. Calibration pulses were analyzed monthly to
ensure that none of the instruments drifted outside of this range. The free period of the S-13
instruments was nominally set to 1.0 s and that of the CMG-40 instruments to 30 s. The damping
coefficient was nominally set to 0.7 (critical damping) in all cases. Also shown is the response of a
typical instrument of the analog network (WCT). The SGBDSN S-13 response extends to about 40
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Hz at high frequency, as compared to 20 Hz for the instruments of the analog network. The 40 Hz
cutoff is due to anti-aliasing filters in the DAS (Digital Acquisition System) units. It is important to
point out that the much higher noise floor of the analog recordings results in a much narrower usable
frequency band than achieved in the SGBDSN. This was demonstrated in von Seggern et al. (2001)
for a collocated pair of digital and analog stations. The CMG-40 instruments are recorded at a lower
gain than the S-13 instruments in order to provide broadband, on-scale records in the event of a
larger earthquake. The S-13's as configured with the REFTEK recorders can clip at short distances
(< 10 km) for ML = 3 earthquakes.
Station locations were determined with a Trimble GPS unit in a differential mode, and then by
Garmin GPS units after May 2000 when selective data availability was discontinued and accuracy of
ordinary GPS units became 10 meters or less. Locations in Appendix 1 are for the seismometers
themselves, not the antenna position.
Data Collection Method
The field data acquisition systems are described in von Seggem and Smith (1997). During the time
period covered by this report, two data streams were in effect at all stations: 1) a 20-sps, 3-
component, continuous data stream and 2) a 100-sps, 3-component, triggered data stream. The
former was enabled with a "continuous" trigger specification, which creates contiguous trigger
windows of 30 minutes duration each. The latter was controlled by an "event" trigger specification
with the following parameters:
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short-term average (STA) length 0.4 seconds
long-term average (LTA) length 10.0 seconds
STA/LTA trigger threshold 3.5
pre-trigger record length 30 seconds
total record length 150 seconds
channels included in trigger Z, N, E
threshold exceeded by at least n channels 1
In July 2000, a third data stream was added for the 10 stations equipped with accelerometers. This
stream was "cross-triggered" from the 100-sps seismometer stream described above, and the data
were also recorded at 100 sps. The manner of data collection at the NSL was previously described in
von Seggem and Smith (1997). Raw data are archived in large 24-hour files (one per station) that
contain all original data packets sent from the field acquisition units. We call this the "upstream"
recording, and it is archived on DAT tapes. These tapes are submitted to the YMP Records
Processing Center, as in all prior years, as a raw data record.
During this reporting period, we made a major transition to the Antelope seismic processing system
(von Seggern et al., 2000). This transition for the entire NSL network took place on 01/01/2000 and
incorporated recording and processing of seismic data from the SGBDSN. The SGBDSN data
directed to files as described above are also transmitted, in near real time, to the Antelope system
where it is then available for review and analysis with the seismic data processing tools of the
Antelope system. In automating some seismic network operations through Antelope, additional data
processing measures are incorporated in the data flow. These introduce potential failure points in the
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data collection process if we rely exclusively on the Antelope system for a final data archive. We
implemented new archival procedures on 01/01/2000 to put the data on DAT tapes in Antelope
format as a "downstream" dataset. Depending on the use of the data, retrieval from one or the other
(upstream or downstream) of the archive tape sets is possible. The upstream archival dataset,
although more complete, can be more difficult to use in most cases than the downstream dataset.
Downtime and Problems
The reliable collection of data is subject to the following problems:
* seismometer malfunction or failure
* DAS malfunction or failure
* radio transmission interference
* telemetry interference or failure
* hardware failure at the central recording site
* software system failure at the central recording site
Except for seismometer malfunction, the nature of most of these problems is that no data are
recorded rather than data being corrupted. The case of corrupt data is covered by writing appropriate
Non-Conformance Reports. Seismometer performance is tracked by procedures in IPR-001. In the
fifth year of operation, various examples of all of the above types of problems occurred. Downtime
information at the upstream point was manually entered into an online computer file when it
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occurred. A printout of that file for FYOO is shown in Appendix 2. This downtime log was used to
note only major upstream recording problems that affected most or all of the stations, with
consequent loss of data over a certain significant time period. "Significant" in this context means
more than roughly 10 minutes. Short downtimes were often associated with computer reboots and
program changes; and these were not recorded. If one sums the downtime hours indicated by
Appendix 2, the overall FYOO network downtime is just 0.66% of total time in FYOO. Figure 2-5 is a
summary of the downtime since inception of SGBDSN operations. The horizontal line at
approximately 1300 is the 1 % level of downtime. This figure shows that, after the first six quarters
of SGBDSN operation, the downtime has reached more or less a steady state. This improvement was
achieved with several software and hardware "hardening" steps. A paging system, which detects
when the data collection program fails or when the data collection computer stops, has helped greatly
in keeping downtimes to a minimum. At the end of 1999, this paging system was implemented with
cellular phone text messaging. In June of 2000, a rewritten version of the code (refZorb) that collects
the incoming data packets was installed. This upgraded software has cut the number of program
crashes to nearly zero. Consequently, the downtime reported for Q4 of FYOO (Figure 2-5) was only
100 minutes.
The upstream recording downtime does not fully tally the impact to the Antelope data archives.
Many failures in the Antelope system were experienced in the first nine months of 2000 due to this
being a "learning curve" in the operation of a complex software product. Most of our initial
problems have been diagnosed and rectified, and the performance of Antelope near the end of FYOO
was much more reliable than in the beginning months of calendar year 2000. Using packet
continuity information calculated by the Antelope system itself, it is possible to track the downtime
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of every single digital station. This information is entered into a database in near real time, and we
examined that database for times during which all the SGBDSN stations were registered as having
no data in the downstream data area (and thus on downstream archive tapes). Figure 2-6 shows the
result of this tally for the last nine months of FYOO added to the first three months of FYOO as taken
from Figure 2-5. Note that the final cumulative downtime shows roughly a 1.3% downtime for the
fiscal year. This is more than the roughly 0.7% seen in the upstream downtime graph of Figure 2-5
for FYOO. The main reason, as stated before, is failure of the Antelope software or failure to
implement it correctly. Another likely reason is that the upstream manual logging of downtimes may
be somewhat incomplete. Figure 2-6 represents a realistic assessment of data loss across the entire
network if one were to depend only on the downstream archive tapes for retrieval of SGBDSN data.
More importantly, Figure 2-6 reflects the amount of FYOO time during which earthquake analysis
was not possible. We are not aware of any events with M > 2 falling in the periods of overall
downtime. There were numerous occasions when individual stations were down for extensive
periods; these times are not reflected in Figure 2-6. Such single-station downtimes only marginally
impact the ability to locate events within the network.
Daily Processing
Prior to 01/01/2000 in FYOO, the processing scheme was exactly as described in the previous
seismicity report (von Seggern et al., 2001). Basically, trigger windows from the 100 sps stream
were automatically converted to SEGY files; and these files became the pool of data from which
seismic events could be associated, classified, and located. On 01/01/2000, we switched to the full
Antelope system for recording and processing data. This system handles the entire Nevada
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Seismological Laboratory (NSL) network (over 100 stations), the SGBDSN (29 stations), and many
external stations from other networks as well. The data flow is illustrated in Figure 2-7. Steps were
taken to ensure that the excellent event identification threshold of the SGBDSN in prior years was
not compromised by the new system. All data previously available were still available, plus more;
and we just needed to be sure that they were associated into events and presented to the analysts in a
thorough manner. Small events which might trigger 3 or 4 stations but still escape the Antelope
association algorithm were pursued by looking at the entire set of individual SGBDSN triggers,
identifying small events which did escape the Antelope associator, and then adding these auxiliary
events to the Antelope list that the analysts review.
After 01/01/2000 the association of triggers to common events was handled automatically by the
Antelope processes called "orbtrigger" and "orbassoc". The former merely groups detections which
fall together in time. The latter process utilizes a dense regular grid of hypothetical source points to
determine which approximate location best satisfies the arrival times in the trigger set. This rough
hypocenter is refined with a conventional least-squares location program, and the estimate is then
written to a preliminary list of events. This preliminary list comprises events throughout the
coverage of the entire NSL network as well as those in the SGBDSN region. It is important to note
that events within or near the edge of the SGBDSN may have arrivals from other stations of the NSL
because no attempt is made to limit the arrival data in the combined NSL Antelope system. The
analysts use the preliminary list, as well as the auxiliary list developed as described above for small
events, to make final locations of events in the SGBDSN region. In this process, many events are
identified as regional, teleseismic, or simply noise. Unusual events such as blasts are identified at
this time also. All "local" events were picked and located, if possible.
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The arrival times are picked in a program called dbpick, and events are located simultaneously in a
program called dbloc2. Both these programs are graphics application tools associated with the
Datascope database (Quinlan, 1 995). The location program dbloc2 enables the user to add and delete
picks from the set used to locate an earthquake, choose one of several velocity models, and constrain
the depth if necessary. It provides graphical feedback on the quality of the location. A significant
number of events which are classified as local events cannot be actually located, and this fact is
entered on the preliminary event sheet. Reasons for failure to locate an event are: 1) less than three
stations, 2) less than five total picks, 3) unacceptable residuals (usually an mis > 0.2 s, but subject to
case-by-case judgment) or 4) inability of the location algorithm to converge. Any other pertinent
comments are also entered on the preliminary event sheet.
The magnitude ML is calculated after the locations are made. The original Richter (1935)
formulation for local magnitude is used:
ML = logioA -
where A is the maximum amplitude in mm on a horizontal seismogram of a Wood-Anderson (W-A)
instrument with a magnification of 2800 and logio(Ao) is the distance-correction term as tabled by
Richter to make a magnitude 3 earthquake have an amplitude of 1 mm at 100 km from the epicenter
on a W-A seismogram. Application of this formulation requires a conversion of the S-13 response,
which is constant in the velocity spectrum, to the Wood- Anderson response, which is constant in the
displacement spectrum. In so doing, the actual magnification of the S-13 recordings is accounted
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for. The response reshaping is done using a 5-s window of the seismogram starting 1 s prior to the
S-wave arrival. If no S wave was picked but a P wave was, the window is set to start at the P time
and to have a duration of 15 sec, which is long enough to catch the S arrival for local earthquakes
within or near the network. The maximum amplitude on the converted horizontal seismograms is
used as A in the formula above. If neither P nor S was picked at a station, no attempt is made to
calculate magnitude at the station. The event magnitude is the average of all available station
magnitudes.
When all locations and magnitudes are complete for a day's data, the arrival times, hypocenters, and
magnitudes are all contained in the Datascope database files (Quinlan, 1995). These files are
organized into individual calendar days and kept online. Among other capabilities, the Datascope
utility programs allow one to retrieve data according to various selection criteria; create, delete, or
change records; plot numeric parameters; and convert data to various specifications. All of the site
information is kept in the Datascope database also for easy reference and for ease in access by other
programs. Datascope now contains five years of parametric data for the SGBDSN (October 1,1995
to September 30, 2000). Waveforms are excerpted for the located events and kept online.
Finalizing the Earthquake Catalog
The last step in analysis is for the events to be checked and initialed on record sheets called the
"Yucca Mountain Seismic Event Sheet." These sheets are made by subsetting the Antelope database
for events within 65 km of Yucca Mountain (specifically, the station RPY). Events are reviewed
according to IPR-002 and initialed by professional staff on the record sheets. In this process events
may be relocated and magnitudes recomputed; the revised information is entered into the database.
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This is still not the "final" QA'd information. Also at this time, the final decision is made on events
classified as other than local earthquakes, for instance, blasts.
The final locations and magnitudes for the FYOO earthquakes were obtained according to UCCSN
procedures IPR-002, "Determining the Location of Earthquakes Recorded by the Yucca Mountain
Seismic Network," and IPR-003, "Determining the Magnitude of Earthquakes Recorded by the
Yucca Mountain Seismic Network." The location program specified in IPR-002 is HYPOINVERSE,
V1.0(STN 10080-10) (Klein, 1989), and the magnitude program specified in IPR-003 isMLCALC,
Vl.O (STN 10081-1.0), which was internally developed and implements the magnitude calculation
outlined above. Again, we note that non-SGBDSN arrivals may be used in the locations, depending
on seismological judgment. This in fact enables us to improve the locations of events around the
fringe of the SGBDSN. With regard to final magnitudes, we emphasize that only SGBDSN
waveforms are used, specifically only those from S-l 3 stations within the SGBDSN, as required by
IPR-003.
The preliminary earthquake catalog for FYOO, as residing in the Datascope database, contained a
total of 2343 earthquakes. The procedure for computing final locations directs that the arrival times
and preliminary locations be extracted from the Datascope tables and reformatted for input to the
program HYPOINVERSE (Klein, 1989); this was done with the program DB2PHS, described in
Appendix 6. The procedure requires that arrivals with residuals larger than 0.3s not be used. It also
requires that a single velocity model be used for the entire suite of earthquakes; this model, called the
"moonhof' model (Hoffman and Mooney, 1984), has the following structure:
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Depth (km)
0.0
1.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
P velocity (I
3.00
5.85
6.35
6.60
7.80
HYPOINVERSE was then run in batch mode with this input. A few hypocenters were eliminated
because they had four or less arrivals. At this point, events with large azimuthal gaps (>330°) and
with large horizontal error (> 5 km for one sigma) were culled out for review. Events which were
just west of the Little Skull Mountain area were also reviewed because several of them were
considered unreliable. This unreliability was due to the fact that, for many of these events, the only
observing stations were LSC, FMW, and CAP, which are nearly in a linear configuration (see Figure
2-1). This review eliminated nearly 30 events. The procedure then calls for removing arrivals
having residuals greater than 0.3 seconds. The program was rerun with the same input and with this
constraint, and a few additional events could not be located because the number of acceptable
arrivals fell below five. A total of 2313 events remained in the final catalog which is listed in
Appendix 3. The final magnitudes were computed according to IPR-003. This procedure again calls
for a local magnitude computation, basically as described above for the preliminary magnitudes.
Note that the catalog of events in Appendix 3 includes error bars (+/- one standard deviation) for the
horizontal (erh) and vertical (erz) precision of the hypocenters. These are indicative of the location
quality. These errors are considerable in some cases, on the order of several km, and are generally
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greater for the erz values than the erh ones. The density of these errors, in 1-km bins, is shown in
Figure 2-8. In the case of horizontal errors, 96% of the events have standard errors < 2 km. For a
95% confidence ellipse and assuming a normal distribution of errors, this should be doubled to 4 km.
Assuming a circular 95% confidence region, this becomes the radius of a circle with area given by
7T42 «50 km2.
The results here must be weighed in relation to the constraints (mostly programmatic) used in
producing the final locations. One of these constraints was the use of a single 1-D velocity model for
the entire network region. Another was the lack of station corrections. Aside from the location
precision indicated by the erh and erz values, there is the question of accuracy. Especially for events
near the fringe of the SGBDSN network on the west side, the addition of analog readings, if
available, will have improved both location precision and accuracy in nearly every case. However, it
is important to note that, even with excellent station coverage in both distance and azimuth, locations
can be significantly off. The non-proliferation explosion (NPE) of September 22, 1993, was
recorded by the entire analog network and had excellently timed arrivals; but its computed location,
with depth constrained to the known 0.4 km, was off by approximately 2 km horizontally (von
Seggem and dePolo, 1994). The 95% confidence ellipse around the computed epicenter had a semi-
major axis of only 0.5 km and thus failed to cover the true location. This inaccuracy is due to the
significant 3-D velocity variations in the southern Great Basin which are not accounted for in routine
location with a 1-D flat-layered velocity model.
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3. Seismicity Characteristics
Spatial Pattern of Earthquakes
Previous reports on the seismicity in the southern Great Basin using the analog network (SGBSN)
and the digital network (SGBDSN) have shown a general lack of earthquake activity in the
immediate Yucca Mountain area. The largest concentrations of earthquake activity that have been
observed during the history of the SGBDSN are the south-central and eastern NTS (possibly related
to the Rock Valley fault zone). This recent period of earthquake activity is described in von Seggem
et al. (2001) and von Seggem et al. (1995) and the included references. For reference, the historical
seismicity of 1868 to 1978 (Meremonte and Rogers, 1987) is shown in Figure 3-1; and another for
the years 1978-1995, when the area was monitored with the analog network (see Figure 2-2), is
shown in Figure 3-2. The historical catalog includes large uncertainties in locations and magnitudes,
and spatial representation of actual seismicity may not be very accurate. Many earthquakes in the
historical catalog have no assigned magnitude and are presumed to be M < 5 prior to 1932; M < 4
between 1932 and 1968, when the California networks started locating events in Nevada; and M < 3
after 1968 when instrumentation relating to the underground nuclear testing program was installed.
The 1978-1995 data (SGBSN era) have much lower uncertainties in magnitudes and locations, and
regional spatial patterns can be established. However, much of the historical activity (Figure 3-2) in
the northwest NTS region consists of induced seismic events associated with high-yield,
underground, nuclear explosions in the late 1960's and early 1970's (Hamilton et al., 1972).
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Aftershocks of the June 29,1992, M 5.6 Little Skull Mountain earthquake constitute roughly one-
half of the SGBDSN catalog. Since October 1, 1995, the seismicity within the Yucca Mountain
region has been located with the digital network (SGBDSN); the SGBDSN epicenter plot for this
network for FY96-99 (von Seggem and Smith, 1997; von Seggern and dePolo, 1998; von Seggern et
al., 2001) is shown in Figure 3-3. This shows the continued dominance of the Little Skull Mountain
aftershocks. This figure also illustrates the diffuse zone of activity associated with the M 4.7 January
27,1999, Frenchman Flat earthquake and continuing aftershock sequence. A diffuse, approximately
N-S trending, line of earthquakes between 116.8 W and 116.6 W, as seen in the SGBSN plot of
Figure 3-2, is reflected in the SGBDSN plot of Figure 3-3. The zone of activity near 37.2 N, 116.6
W seen in Figure 3-3 (called the Thirsty Canyon swarm) was preceded by earlier activity in Figure 3-
2. This activity may be related to large underground nuclear tests in the northwest part of the NTS.
Activity near the northeast corner of the NTS has been notably higher since the inception of
SGBDSN monitoring when Figures 3-2 and 3-3 are compared and the differing time periods (18
years and 4 years, respectively) are taken into account. This was the area of the M 4.1 Groom Lake
earthquake of 04/26/1999.
For the period of this report (FYOO), Figure 3-4 shows the epicenters of 2313 earthquakes located
with the SGBDSN. The two notable features of the FYOO seismicity pattern are: 1) the large number
of continuing aftershocks near Little Skull Mountain (roughly 20 km southeast of the ESF); and 2)
the large cluster of events on the east boundary of NTS, which are aftershocks of the ML = 4.7
Frenchman Flat earthquake of January 27, 1999. Approximately 48% of the events in the FYOO
catalog are in the area of the Little Skull Mountain earthquake, as defined by the rectangle with
diagonal 36.68N, 116.35W to 36.78N, 116.20W. Roughly 20% are in the Frenchman Flat area. The
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activity on the northeast corner of the NTS continued into FYOO, but with no events having M > 2.
The activity near 37.2 N, 116.8 W (called the Thirsty Canyon swarm) apparently continued into
FYOO also, but with only a few locatable events. A small swarm of events near the California border
at approximately 36.6 N in Figure 3-4 was not preceded by any notable activity in the previous four
years (Figure 3-3). Otherwise, FYOO monitoring results show no distinctive new seismic zones
relative to the previous four years. The largest earthquake in the FYOO catalog is the ML 3.09
earthquake slightly to the east of the Frenchman Flat aftershocks. Only ten events had ML > 2 in
FYOO, and they were dispersed in the Little Skull Mountain area and eastward into the Frenchman
Flat area. It is unusual not to record an M > 2 earthquake elsewhere in the monitoring region for a
period of a year.
Temporal Distribution
The rate of events in FYOO is similar to the previous four years, approximately 6 events per day. In
the FYOO reporting period, only one new site, STH (see Figure 2-1), was installed in the network;
and the addition of this site in June 2000 had no significant effect on the observed earthquake rate.
A more meaningful temporal record is the cumulative moment release over the five years of
SGBDSN monitoring, as shown in Figure 3-5. The moments were computed from the relations
log,o(M0) = 1.5(ML + 10.7) M >= 3 (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979)
log i o(M0) = ML +17.55 M<3 (von Seggem and Smith, 1997)
This plot is dominated by the Frenchman Flat earthquake (01/27/1999, M0 = 1.26*1023 dyne-cm
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from formula above) which occurred after a low rate of moment release for approximately the
previous 300 days. The remainder of FY99 through the end of FYOO (09/30/2000) appears to again
be characterized by this low rate. (Note: this continued through June 2001.) Compared to the 1992
Little Skull Mountain earthquake with a moment reported in the range of 2.5 to 5.5* 1024 (Anderson
et al., 1992), the cumulative moment observed with the SGBDSN, even with the Frenchman Flat
earthquake, is relatively small. This picture would, of course, change if we go back prior to the Little
Skull Mountain earthquake and include its moment release. It would also change if we were to
include a larger area, say 100-km radius rather than the 65-km one; for this would capture the
08/01/1999 Scotty's Junction earthquake whose magnitude was equivalent to that of the Little Skull
Mountain earthquake. Clearly, moment-release curves must be interpreted with caution; only long
time periods and fairly large spatial coverages can show intrinsic behavior.
Depth Distribution
For the FYOO catalog, the distribution of hypocenter depths is shown in Figure 3-6. Due to the
dominance of LSM seismicity, the catalog was subsetted into LSM and non-LSM groups and
separate depth distributions were formed. The LSM aftershock zone was defined as the rectangle
with diagonal (36.68, -116.35) to (36.78, -116.20) for this purpose. Overall, non-LSM events occur
in a broad source zone of 4-12 km. The increase in number of events at 1-4 km depth is probably
contaminated by a significant number of events whose depth was not well determined; however,
many earthquakes in the Rock Valley area, south of Little Skull Mountain, are known to have
shallow depth. The significant number of events with zero depth, 19, is probably more indicative of
poor location quality than actual shallow depth of faulting. Depths for the LSM events are more
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narrowly distributed, mostly in the 8-13 km range. Due to the dense station coverage in the LSM
area, depths are more accurately computed than for the SGBDSN area as a whole. The depth
distributions shown here are not significantly different than those shown in previous SGBDSN
seismicity reports.
If the epicenters of the events with z < 3 km are plotted as in Figure 3-7, it can be seen that they are
mostly associated with the Frenchman Flat sequence in the southeast corner of the NTS. Otherwise,
they are somewhat broadly distributed. The events with shallow depths on the fringes in the western
part of the network (> 116.7 W) usually have poor azimuthal coverage of detecting stations, and it is
presumed that most of their depths are actually greater. The velocity model used for location does
not seem to fit travel times well for this area, with significant 3-D effects probable. Note that only 2
of the events on this plot have magnitude > 2 and that they are in the Frenchman Flat area where
depths are often difficult to determine.
On the other end of the depth distribution of Figure 3-6, only a very few events (51) were located
with depths greater than 13 km. The locations of these epicenters are shown in Figure 3-8. Note that
many of these are again associated with the Frenchman Flat aftershocks, whose depths are often
poorly determined. Another cluster of deeper events lies to the southeast of Frenchman Flat; but
these do have poor azimuthal control for their locations. The remainder of the deeper events are
scattered around the region and have small magnitudes.
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Magnitude Distribution and Threshold
As discussed in a previous section, the SGBDSN catalog magnitudes were computed using the
original Richter (1935) ML formula and attenuation relation, except for the fact that SGBDSN
velocity seismograms had to be converted to pseudo-Wood-Anderson seismograms. Analysis of
SGBDSN magnitudes in von Seggern and Smith (1997) showed that the Richter ML formula applies
sufficiently well to the SGBDSN region of coverage and should not introduce any bias. A good
check on SGBDSN magnitudes can be made by comparing magnitudes of larger earthquakes with
published magnitudes from the NEIC catalog. Taking the earthquakes with ML > 2 in the FYOO
catalog, we searched for local magnitudes (MO assigned by the NEIC (National Earthquake
Information Center) for these events. Only one was found where NEIC made an independent ML
estimate (01/13/2000 at 08:15:03 UTC); the NEIC ML exceeded the SGBDSN estimate by 0.24 in
this case. For eight events with ML magnitudes listed by NEIC in FY98-99, the average difference
(NEIC - SGBDSN) was +0.01 (von Seggem et al., 2001). A similar result of+0.10 was found in
von Seggern and dePolo (1998) based on nine earthquakes in FY97. These results indicate that there
is no significant magnitude bias associated with the SGBDSN magnitudes relative to those
determined by a broader network.
For the 2313 earthquakes in the SGBDSN FYOO catalog, Figure 3-9 shows the cumulative recurrence
curve. The threshold of complete detection appears to be approximately ML 0.0. This is very close
to that stated in previous SGBDSN seismicity reports. As shown in von Seggern and Smith (1997),
the network threshold for events near the perimeter of the network is significantly greater, more on
the order of ML = 1.
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The b value in the equation
logio(N) = a-bM L
was determined by the method given in Aki (1965) for the data in Figure 3-9. The estimated slope of
0.963 appears to be slightly less than a visual fit might obtain. The fit to the FY96-97 data by von
Seggern and dePolo (1998) gave b = 0.77, and the fit to the FY98-99 data by von Seggern et al.
(2001) gave b = 0.86; and so the current data suggest a higher b-value than the earlier SGBDSN
results. We note again that the number of relatively large earthquakes in FYOO is significantly less
than in previous years of SGBDSN monitoring, and this lack of larger events tends to give a higher
b-value.
The recurrence curve of Figure 3-9 comprises data before (3 months) and after (9 months) the
transition to Antelope for processing. One of our goals in the transition was to not let the overall
SGBDSN threshold of completeness increase. In order to check this, it is necessary to separate out
the nine months of Antelope-processed data from the FYOO catalog. Figure 3-10 shows the
recurrence curve which results when this nine months of data are used and the also the recurrence
curve for the entire previous SGBDSN monitoring (October 1995 through December 1999). The
threshold of completeness appears to be approximately ML = 0 in both cases, and we conclude that
the recently adopted processing scheme has preserved the low network threshold. The curve of older
data have a lower b-value than that of the recent Antelope-processed data and are probably more
indicative of the long-term b-value in this region.
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Little Skull Mountain Earthquakes
As stated above, approximately 48% of the FYOO catalog is represented by LSM aftershocks. The
Omori aftershock decay rate has reached a nearly level value for this sequence (von Seggern et al.,
2001); and small magnitude events are still prevalent. Figure 3-11 shows the monthly numbers of
aftershocks with M > 0.5 since October 1992; the best-fit "modified Omori Law" as described in von
Seggern et al. (2001) is shown for reference. M 0.5 was chosen to guarantee completeness of the
catalog back through 1992. The station STH was added to the network in late June 2000 (see Figure
2-1). Although strategically placed to improve monitoring the Rock Valley Fault Zone, it is
beneficial to earthquake location in the LSM aftershock zone. Its impact should be to somewhat
lower the magnitude detection threshold of LSM events that are locatable, perhaps by as much as 0.1
magnitude unit.
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4. Observed Explosions
In previous years, explosions were routinely observed within the southern Great Basin on the seismic
recordings of the SGBSN stations. These explosions were recognized simply by their signal
character in almost all cases and were generally ignored in post-processing. A few special cases,
such as known tests on the Nevada Test Site, were located and analyzed to varying degrees. Signal
features characteristic of explosions include: 1) all compressional first arrivals, 2) emergent arrivals
due to ripple-firing in quarry blasting, 3) "ringing" appearance due to the same ripple firing, 4)
prominent surface waves due to very shallow or surficial sources, 5) lack of clear S waves, 6)
similarity among the envelopes of the traces on all three components and 7) a depleted high-
frequency component relative to earthquakes. The three-component recording of SGBDSN stations
has made it simpler to positively identify blasts as compared to the predominantly single-component
SGBSN analog network.
During FYOO a uniform approach was used in approaching potential explosions seen on SGBDSN
records. Appendix 4 lists the 71 events which were detected by three or more SGBDSN stations,
which appeared to be near or within the network, and which were identified as explosions based on
several of the criteria above. Because they were not located, the times are approximate, to the
nearest minute of the actual origin time. Handwritten comments made at the time of identification
are included; these identify the station with the earliest arrival. In previous years the number of
blasts in western Bare Mountain was high, but mining activity has recently decreased; these events
were usually earliest at TAR. Appendix 4 indicates that this continued through December 1999 but
then abruptly stopped. Due to gold economics, Bare Mountain active mines have curtailed or
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eliminated their blasting activity in the year 2000. The presumed blasts in year 2000 are scattered
about the SGBDSN monitoring region. These events were small, except for some nearest to STC;
and we have no independent information or confirmation for these. Most of the events identified as
blasts near the station STC are presumed to be due to weaponry tests on Nellis AFB but cannot be
confirmed. A few other events identified as blasts are at random locations around the NTS and are
probably due to miscellaneous construction activity. The threshold of detection for blasts within the
SGBDSN has been established from a few confirmed blasts to be roughly 100 Ibs of explosive. This
threshold will vary considerably throughout the SGBDSN.
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5. Possible UNE Hole Collapses
The collapse of underground nuclear test cavities is a well-known phenomenon, occurring on a broad
time scale from seconds to years after an actual test. During the SGBDSN monitoring time, we have
reported on probable collapse events in the Pahute Mesa area (Smith et al., 1997; von Seggern and
dePolo, 1998) and in the Yucca Flat area (von Seggern et al., 2001). These events show waveforms
that can be differentiated from those of earthquakes on inspection. This is most likely due to their
shallow depth or source mechanism or a combination of both. They appear as explosion sources
although in many instances the first-motion of the P-wave is dilatational, a clear indication that they
are not explosions. Also, no explosion sources have been reported at the time of these events.
Further evidence of collapse phenomena is that these events have occurred near previous
underground explosion test locations.
hi the previous YMP seismicity report (von Seggern et al., 2001), we investigated four unusual
seismic events that occurred in eastern Yucca Flat near the edge of the basin. The signal character of
these events suggested that they were probably collapses of underground nuclear test holes. One of
the probable collapse events reported in von Seggern et al. (2001) actually occurred in FYOO
(04/04/2000). Three additional events have been located in FYOO, and the hypocentral parameters of
all seven events are given in Table 5-1. The locations of these events are shown in Figure 5-1 on top
of digital terrain data. We have also plotted the locations of announced underground nuclear
explosions (UNE). The locations of the presumed collapses were made with the standard location
program dbloc2 used for Yucca Mountain seismic processing, and a depth of zero was the value to
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which the program converged in all cases except one. YFT (installed in mid 1999) is the closest
station to these events and was used in all four of the FYOO collapse event locations. Figure 5-2
shows the waveforms at YFT for the four events. First motions are all downward and signal
character is more blast-like than earthquake-like. See von Seggern et al. (2001) for a discussion of
signal character at other SGBDSN stations for these presumed collapse events. The largest collapse
event to date in Yucca Flat was the first one in Table5-l (07/19/1998) with ML = 1.68.
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6. Earthquakes Near Yucca Mountain
From May 1995 through September 1999, 18 earthquakes have been documented within 10 km of
station RPY which is located directly above the ESF (Smith et al., 1995; von Seggern and Smith,
1997; von Seggem and dePolo, 1998; von Seggem et al., 2001). Figure 6-1 shows a plot of the
seismicity in FYOO within roughly 20 krn of station RPY, without regard to magnitude. For FYOO
we located just three earthquakes within the radius of 10 km from station RPY but several additional
earthquakes within the southern Yucca Mountain block and in Crater Flat. .The three inside the 10-
km radius and the additional interesting events in the south Yucca Mountain block or in Crater Flat
are listed in Table 6-1. Depths of these events fall in the range of 4-7 km, except for two at roughly
9 km. These depths are somewhat to the low side of the distributions for the entire monitoring area,
as shown in Figure 3-6. Except for the last event (M 1.03), the earthquakes listed here were all < M
0.0 and were detected by 8 stations or less. Station coverage (Figure 2-1) is excellent for these
earthquakes, with one or more stations within one focal depth; therefore hypocenters are well
constrained. The last event, M 1.03 on 09/07/2000, was large enough to yield a focal mechanism
from 16 first motions. (Focal mechanisms are discussed in another section below.)
The recurrence rate established by earthquakes within 10 km of Yucca Mountain (centered at station
RPY) was examined in von Seggem et al. (2001) and shown to be significantly less than for the
entire area enclosed by the SGBDSN or for the southern Great Basin as a whole. The three
additional events of FYOO do not significantly add to the total event list and thus do not change this
conclusion. After five years of monitoring, the average rate in the 10-km circle is roughly four
events per year, with most magnitudes expected to be less than zero.
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7. Focal Mechanisms
The determination of focal mechanisms for earthquakes in the SGBDSN FYOO catalog was done in a
manner closely following that reported in von Seggern and Smith (1997) using observed P-wave
polarities. The actual program used for determining focal mechanisms is FPFIT, VI .0 (STN10083-
1.0) (Reasenberg and Oppenheimer, 1985).
In previous years we combined data from the SGBSN analog network with that from the SGBDSN
digital network whenever possible to obtain improved datasets for determination of focal
mechanisms. Combining the data also required a relocation of all events for which focal
mechanisms could be determined. Since 01/01/2000 when we began processing all data through
Antelope, this step of combining data from the two networks became unnecessary; and the whole
process of determining focal mechanisms became much simpler. Note, however, that the number of
analog stations that were available in the southern Great Basin became small by FYOO (Figure 2-2).
A preliminary list of 93 events was made by searching the FYOO catalog for events larger than M = 1
with greater than 15 stations associated to them. In the preprocessing for determination of focal
mechanisms, we relocated the candidate events, in some cases changing the weight of picks and in
other cases restraining the depths to non-zero. After the relocation process, several events were
dropped from the list due to lack of sufficient first-motion data (minimum of 15 P-wave picks),
significant azimuthal gaps (greater than 180 degrees), or other data quality problems which would
make a focal mechanism solution unreliable. The input data for FPFIT, including the first motions,
were taken from the HYPOINVERSE output file.
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Program FPFIT was run on the data of the remaining 74 events. Details describing the methodology
of this program are given in von Seggem and Smith (1997). After an initial run of FPFIT, 21 more
events were dropped because their quality statistics were too poor. For the remaining 53 events, all
first motions were reviewed, and several cases where they were clearly wrong were corrected. A few
first motions that were not initially picked were added. A second run of FPFIT was then made. Not
all mechanisms were yet well defined. Most of the events showing multiple solutions were rejected.
However, in a few cases it was reasonable to prefer one solution over the other(s). For instance,
where only one of the multiple solutions was tectonically viable (for instance, no near-horizontal
fault plane), this solution was accepted. Another situation in which one solution might be
objectively preferred over the others is when one or more critical stations with clear first motions
agrees with only one of the solutions.
Table 7-1 lists the 28 events for which acceptable focal mechanisms were determined. This table
uses the "fps" format in which FPFIT outputs its results. Figure 7-1 shows all the focal mechanisms
listed in the table. A significant number of the focal mechanisms in this table, as marked with
asterisks, are associated with events in the aftershock zone of the LSM earthquake. Focal
mechanisms of these events are usually well constrained due to the density of SGBDSN stations in
the LSM area.
In order to look at the individual focal mechanisms in relation to the location of each earthquake, we
plot the tension and pressure vectors in Figures 7-2 and 7-3, respectively. These vectors are
projected to the horizontal plane; thus, shorter vectors represent higher dip of the pressure or tension
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axis. The tails of the vectors are placed at the earthquake epicenters. These mechanisms fairly
consistently agree with the overall trend established by a review of over 400 mechanisms in von
Seggern et al. (2001); this trend is approximately WNW-ESE for the tension axes. A mechanism at
the southern end of the Yucca Mountain block in Figures 7-2 and 7-3 agrees well with this overall
trend.
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8. Death Valley Seismic Activity
Observed Seismicity
Earthquakes in the Death Valley region had been reported by the USGS (Harmsen 1993, and
references therein) from 1978 through September 1992. In October 1992 NSL obtained the seismic
monitoring task for the Yucca Mountain Project. The record of seismicity in Death Valley has been
somewhat non-uniform since 1992 because of the transition from the analog network to the site-
specific digital network in late 1995. QA was discontinued for the analog network from late 1995 to
the end of 1999, and qualified data for the analog network was reestablished for the 2000 YMP
catalog.
For the period of 1992-1995, the original analog network was kept in place at a sufficient level
(Figure 8-1) that earthquakes were located routinely in the Death Valley area. During this time
duration magnitudes were primarily computed for the events. In October 1995 NSL began operating
the digital network of stations around Yucca Mountain (Figure 8-1) and discontinued analysis of
events with the SGBSN analog network. The analog stations were still included in routine NSL
event analysis outside of the Yucca Mountain seismic monitoring task; however, event locations in
the Death Valley area suffered from lack of station control as analog stations went offline due to
miscellaneous problems and to a planned station removal process. However, those stations within
Death Valley National Park itself (Figure 8-1) kept in operation. Again, duration magnitudes were
routinely computed in the routine NSL analysis. In January 2000 NSL combined its digital and
analog stations into a single system, called Antelope, for data collection and analysis, as discussed
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earlier in this report. Event location was notably improved in the Death Valley region due to the
availability of the Yucca Mountain digital stations in routine analysis. In addition, it was now
possible to compute Richter local magnitudes for many, if not most, events in this region.
We have created a merged dataset for the years 1978-2000 for the southern Great Basin, including
the Death Valley region. In order to do this, we converted duration magnitudes in the years 1992-
2000 to local magnitudes using the relationship given in von Seggem and Smith (1997):
•
ML= -1.24+1.31MD
The plot of this merged dataset is shown in Figure 8-2. Within the current boundary of the park as
shown, the largest event in this time period was the 05/17/1993 M 6.1 Eureka Valley earthquake.
This earthquake occurred in the northwest comer of the park; its location is clearly shown in Figure
8-3 which contains only events with M > 3. Another cluster in this figure is the aftershock sequence
of the 01/01/1999 M 5.7 Scotty's Junction earthquake just southwest of (37.5°N, -117°W). Both the
Eureka Valley and Scotty's Junction earthquakes were normal faulting events. The Eureka Valley
earthquake was most likely associated with down-to-the-west motion on the west side of the Last
Chance Range (Peltzer and Rosen, 1995). The Scotty's Junction earthquake may have involved the
northern section of the Sarcobatus fault.
Figure 8-2 shows a notable cluster of earthquakes in the Coso Range just northeast of (36°N, -
118°W) and is associated with predominantly small magnitude earthquakes in the Coso volcanic
area. Figure 8-2 also reveals a lineation of earthquakes in the middle of the park, trending northwest
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from the headquarters at Furnace Creek, California; this lineation is probably not an expression of
the Furnace Creek Fault, which borders the eastern part of the valley, but a structure parallel to the
Furnace Creek Fault. Note the lack of M > 3 earthquakes along this lineament in Figure 8-3
however. There is a more diffuse lineation of events from the Scotty's Junction main shock trending
southwest to roughly (37°, -117.6°). This apparently intersects and truncates the activity along the
NW-SE seismicity lineation just mentioned; physiographically, this intersection is slightly south of
the Ubehebe Crater. Figure 8-4 shows the distribution of seismicity near the park region without a
magnitude reference scale; i.e. just earthquake epicenters to show the general distribution of activity
relative to the physiography of the southwestern Great Basin. Labeled on the figure are recent
significant earthquake sequences and persistent earthquake source regions since 1978. Generally, the
central and southern regions of the Furnace Creek Fault Zone and the northern Death Valley Fault
Zone are free of earthquake activity. This may reflect a highly "characteristic" recurrence behavior
for these fault zones in that they release their energy in single faulting events, generating minimal
inter-seismic energy release.
In Figure 8-5 we present just the year 2000 portion (01/01/2000 to 09/30/2000) of the seismicity seen
in the previous figures. This comprises the events located with the Antelope system. The Scotty's
Junction sequence is still active during this period, as well as the diffuse southwest-trending zone
which ends in the cluster (37°W, -117.6°W) at the intersection with the fault bounding the western
edge of the valley. In Figure 8-5 the near lack of M < 1 earthquakes in the Death Valley region
compared to the Yucca Mountain region to the east indicates the higher magnitude detection
threshold of the analog stations in this area. This fact is due to their being more sparsely placed than
the Yucca Mountain digital stations (see Figure 8-1) and to their being simply noisier than typical
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digital stations. Overall, for Death Valley National Park, the threshold of complete detection is
probably somewhat above M = 1.
Static Strain Changes Associated with the Furnace Creek and Death Valley Fault
Zones
In this section we analyze a model wherein post-seismic stress changes are imposed on the Yucca
Mountain area by hypothetical faulting on the Furnace Creek and Death Valley Fault Zones. This
investigation is not QA-controlled. This is undertaken as a scoping study, and results discussed here
are speculative, and not QA, at this time.
As a consequence of its late Quaternary activity rate, large displacements, and location within 100
km of Yucca Mountain, the Furnace Creek Fault Zone (FCFZ) dominates the 1-sec period ground
motion hazard at the potential repository site (CRWMS M&O, 1998). Paleoseismic evidence of
offset drainages establishes at least 3 Holocene events along the FCFZ with displacements between
2.5 and 4.5 meters near Red Wall Canyon (Klinger and Piety, 2000). Offset 35-60Ka alluvial fan
material near Red Wall Canyon returns a late Pleistocene slip rate of 4-9 millimeters per year on this
section of the FCFZ (Klinger and Piety, 2000). The total estimated displacement in these three
Holocene events gives a Holocene slip rate of between 3-6 millimeters per year, consistent with the
overall late Pleistocene estimate. From this evidence, Klinger and Piety (2000) estimate a return
period of between 700 and 1,300 years for major slip events on the FCFZ. They report that these slip
rates and recurrence intervals are significantly higher than previously reported.
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The Death Valley Fault Zone (DVFZ) is proximate to the southern extent of the FCFZ and strikes
more northerly than the FCFZ. The surface trace of the Furnace Creek and Death Valley fault zones
is roughly outlined in Figure 8-6. The total combined length of the Furnace Creek/Death Valley fault
system is surpassed in California only by the San Andreas Fault. However, there is no evidence to
date that the FCFZ and DVFZ systems have ruptured concurrently in a single event. The FCFZ is a
predominantly right-lateral strike-slip (dextral) fault system whereas the DVFZ is a normal fault
system, implying that they function independently and do not rupture together in single events.
Nonetheless, these fault systems present an important ground motion hazard to the potential
repository at Yucca Mountain. Considering a 10,000-year time frame and the estimated recurrence
intervals, the repository at Yucca Mountain could experience as many as 20 events from the DVFZ
and FCFZ over this time interval, accounting for approximately 30-40 meters of total offset within
each fault zone.
The effects of the dynamic wavefield from a hypothetical rupture on the FCFZ and DVFZ has been
treated in the Yucca Mountain Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (CRWMS M&O, 1998). Here,
we will examine the static strain changes associated with characteristic events on the Furnace Creek
Fault because such strains may impact the tectonic stress field and therefore the occurrence of
faulting at Yucca Mountain. This examination is motivated by the apparent correlation of
subsequent short-term seismic activity rates with changes in Coulomb stresses following moderate to
major earthquakes (King et al., 1994; Reasenberg and Simpson, 1997; Harris, 1998; Parsons et al.,
2000; Parsons and Dreger, 2000). It is widely held that positive changes in Coulomb stress on a fault
increase the likelihood of an earthquake while negative changes decrease it. Due to the close
proximity of the FCFZ and DVFZ to Yucca Mountain and their relatively short recurrence intervals
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relative to Yucca Mountain area faults, Coulomb stress changes imposed by large earthquakes on
these faults may impact the tectonic stress field near Yucca Mountain through many seismic cycles
over the planned life of the repository.
For the Coulomb calculations, we have chosen to model the FCFZ from its northwest terminus on
Figure 8-6 to a point roughly 1 5 km from its possible intersection with the DVFZ. The fault length is
approximately 65 km for this hypothetical rupture, although Piety (1 996) reports a total fault length
of 1 70 km for the FCFZ. Due to the distance from the ESF, displacement on the northern sections of
the FCFZ will have minimal impact on the stress field at Yucca Mountain. We will estimate
Coulomb stress changes on north-striking normal faults, characteristic of Yucca Mountain fault
systems, due to fault rupture on the section of the FCFZ that is closest to Yucca Mountain. The
FCFZ is defined to be vertical and is allowed to rupture in a right-lateral strike-slip sense (Klinger
and Piety, 2000) with a displacement of 3 meters. The rupture occurs over a depth from 0 to 15 km.
We use the standard formula for seismic moment,
where p. is the shear modulus, A is the fault area, and D is the average slip. Assuming \i = 0.32 *1012
dyn/cm2, then M0 = 0.94 * 1027 dyn-cm. This translates to M = 7.3 by the moment magnitude
formula of Hanks and Kanamori (1979):
Mw = 2/3 * logioMo - 10.7
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This moment (and magnitude) is comparable to that of the 06/28/1992 Landers, California,
earthquake (Wald and Heaton, 1994).
We have used the program Coulomb 1.3 (Toda et al., 1999), which has been made available by the
USGS, to compute the effect of a given rupture on the Coulomb stress in the region surrounding the
"source" fault described above. Coulomb 1.3 allows one to taper the fault slip to the fault edges; this
option was not used, and the effect in the area of interest would not be significantly changed. The
Young's modulus for the infinite half-space was taken to be 0.8 * 1012 dyn/cm2, consistent with the
shear modulus assumed earlier; and the Poisson ratio was assumed to be 0.25. Besides the source
fault parameters and the medium constants, the change in Coulomb stress depends on 1) the
orientation of "target" faults, 2) the assumed sense of motion on target faults, 3) the depth of target
faults, 4) the frictional coefficient on the target faults, and 5) the regional deviatoric stress field. The
latter is constant for all target faults. We took the approximate orientation and magnitude of the
deviatoric components of regional stress from Flesch et al. (2000) at roughly the area of the FCFZ
and the Yucca Mountain block. The orientation is roughly 60° W of N, and the magnitudes are 50
bars tension along that orientation and -50 bars pressure perpendicular to it. The calculations were
all run at a depth of 8 km, which is a typical earthquake depth in the SGBDSN catalog for the Yucca
Mountain vicinity. The frictional coefficient was assumed to be 0.5 on target faults.
We examined three types of target faults: 1) a pure dip-slip fault with 60° dip to the west and
oriented at 0° azimuth, 2) a pure strike-slip fault with 90° dip and oriented at 50° azimuth, and 3) a
slightly oblique-slip fault with rake of-72° on a plane of strike 55° and dipping to the southeast at
56°. The three cases were chosen to represent, respectively: 1) known faults in the Yucca Mountain
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block itself, 2) the Rock Valley fault, and 3) the fault inferred from the focal mechanism of the
06/29/1992 Little Skull Mountain earthquake (Harmsen, 1994). The Coulomb stress change was
computed on a square grid with sides of approximately 250 km, at an increment of 2 km. Output
was further refined by interpolation for presentation purposes.
The Coulomb stress change in the first case target-fault is on the order of-2 to -3 bars at Yucca
Mountain (Figure 8-7). The instantaneous post-seismic strain at Yucca Mountain resulting from
faulting on the FCFZ model decreases the likelihood for faulting on north-striking normal faults near
the repository. Taking the cumulative effect of repeated events on the FCFZ at a rate of about one
event per thousand years, this nearly accounts for the total strain rate that is currently observed at
Yucca Mountains from geodetic observations (Savage, 1999). In other words, the post-seismic
Coulomb stress effect from Furnace Creek faulting events may cancel a significant component of the
tectonic stress available to drive Yucca Mountain faulting. This simplistic interpretation must also
be balanced by addressing pre-seismic stress effects at Yucca Mountain as stress is accumulated in
the Furnace Creek inter-seismic period. Stresses imposed at Yucca Mountain prior to FCFZ faulting
(pre-seismic effects) tend to favor faulting at Yucca Mountain (essentially the inverse to the post-
seismic effect). These pre-seismic effects during the FCFZ inter-seismic period would overcome the
instantaneous post-seismic FCFZ effects that tend to move Yucca Mountain faults away from failure.
This model implies that just prior to an earthquake on the FCFZ, the stress conditions may favor
faulting on north-striking normal faults at Yucca Mountain. There is no evidence of significant
Holocene faulting events at Yucca Mountain and therefore pre-seismic stresses imposed by the FCFZ
do not correlate with significant displacement events at Yucca Mountain. The Coulomb stress model
implies that prior to FCFZ faulting there may be an increase in seismicity near Yucca Mountain. To
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test this model and potentially relate FCFZ stresses with seismicity rates at Yucca Mountain, it
would be necessary to determine where in the seismic cycle the FCFZ currently stands; i.e., when
was the last Holocene event.
The physical processes that would account for the evolution of the stress field at Yucca Mountain
through the seismic cycle at the FCFZ are not understood. We can only show that post-seismic
effects from FCFZ events decrease the short-term likelihood for faulting at Yucca Mountain and
suggest that this mechanism may be important for understanding the large difference between FCFZ
and Yucca Mountain area Quaternary slip rates.
We also considered the case where the FCFZ and DVFZ may rupture in a single event. For the
DVFZ, we assigned pure dip-slip of the same magnitude (3 m) as on the FCFZ model above. The
DVF was configured to have 60° dip to the west and to have a width (along dip) of 15 km, identical
to that of the FCF model. The rupture length of the DVF was also taken as 65 km. The Coulomb
stress change map was computed for the case of north-striking, dip-slip target faults as assumed for
Yucca Mountain and is shown in Figure 8-8. hi comparison to the FCFZ result alone in Figure 8-7,
the effect of adding displacement on the DVFZ segment is to increase the area of the stress
compression zone (blue) but not to affect the value of the stress change at Yucca Mountain
significantly.
All faults oriented for high slip potential within a stress field consistent with north-striking normal
faults (i.e., E-W extension) would be moved away from failure in the blue regions in Figure 8-7.
North-striking normal faulting systems are not ideally oriented for slip in the late-Holocene stress
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field that shows a T-axis direction of about N65°W (von Seggem et al., 2001). The structures at
Yucca Mountain, which incurred nearly all of their cumulative displacement during Miocene tectonic
episodes, are essentially remnants of Miocene E-W extension. Another feature of Yucca Mountain
area faults is a component of left-lateral slip on north-striking normal faults, particularly in the
southern mountain block (Whitney and Berger, 2000). This has been attributed to accommodation of
vertical axis rotation and an observed increase in Quaternary slip rates on Yucca Mountain area
normal faults at their southern extent. Nonetheless, left-lateral slip on north-striking normal faults
would require a S-W oriented component to the extension direction; such an orientation has not been
observed from earthquake focal mechanisms in the southern Great Basin (von Seggem et al., 2001).
From these observations it can be hypothesized that the Yucca Mountain block is to some degree
decoupled from the prevailing WNW tectonic extension. In other words, observations of fault-slip
orientation and total displacements since the Miocene (CRWMS, M&O, 1998), and since the
evolution of the FCFZ and DVFZ, indicate that Yucca Mountain faults in the repository area have
not developed and evolved within the late Quaternary WNW extension regime.
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9. Yucca Mountain Area Strong Motion Network
The Yucca Mountain area strong-motion network consists of nine TerraTech IDS-3602A 16-bit
digital accelerographs (Figure 9-1 and Table 9-1). Data from these instruments are not telemetered
to the NSL, and data must be retrieved during periodic site visits. These instruments were installed
in 1995 to ensure that large earthquake ground motions, that would clip the regional monitoring
network, would be recorded on-scale. Also, since the removal of the Blume strong-motion network
in 1992, there was little to no strong-motion coverage in the region until the TerraTech instruments
were installed. There has been no time since their installation in 1995 when less than 7 strong
motion instruments have been operating near Yucca Mountain; two units were in repair in 1999. The
units are fully programmable and can record three-components of ground motion of up to ±2 g. This
is well within the range of earthquake ground motions expected for the largest earthquakes. To
ensure uncontaminated ground-motion records, the instruments are bolted to a 3' x 4' x 6" reinforced
concrete pad with a secure cover. Power is supplied locally by a lead-acid battery that is trickle-
charged during daylight hours by a solar panel mounted on an adjacent aluminum tower; this battery
is also bolted to the concrete pad. Therefore, the units are standalone and are supported only by their
own power source. Also mounted on the tower is a Garmin GPS receiver for acquiring absolute
time. Each unit is configured with a 4-Mbyte flash memory card to store recorded time-series data,
calibration records, clock/timing information, and instrument recording parameters. During 1999 an
upgrade to the units was performed to modernize the GPS timing systems. The original Trimble
GPS receivers were not configured to accommodate the August 1999 overrun in internal buffering
experienced by older GPS units throughout the world.
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The units are controlled through the EDSMENU v4.03 software supplied by TerraTech. There are
two trigger algorithms that run concurrently when the units are in operation, and each algorithm
includes a pre-trigger length parameter setting to ensure that the entire earthquake time-series is
recorded. These trigger algorithms are the Threshold (or Energy Trigger) and Short-Term Average
(STA) to Long-Term Average (LTA) ratio (STA/LTA). When the STA exceeds a pre-selected
multiple of the LTA, the unit begins recording data. The energy-level trigger continuously compares
the STA to a selected energy threshold and triggers when this threshold is exceeded. Time-series
records submitted to the project include the pre-set instrument operation and triggering parameters.
Also recording is set to continue beyond the specified record length in the event of a large earthquake
where significant ground motions can continue.for many minutes. The recording parameters vary
slightly throughout the network, primarily to reduce excessive triggering near buildings and facilities.
All time-series data recorded by the instruments, including noise triggers, have been routinely
submitted to the YMP data center at regular intervals. No significant earthquakes were recorded on
the TerraTech strong-motion network in FYOO.
In 2000 a number of network stations were upgraded to record strong motion on separate digitizer
channels. The REFTEK instruments operated on the telemetry system can accommodate 6 input
channels. Three additional channels, configured with accelerometers, at 10 network stations are now
included in the real-time telemetry. This is an added benefit to the operation of the TerraTech
instruments because we now have strong-motion data in real-time from the site area whereas the
TerraTech instruments require site visits to collect recorded data. There were no significant
earthquakes recorded on the Yucca Mountain strong-motion network in FY2000; this is a result of
the low seismic activity discussed earlier in this report, with the largest magnitude being ML = 3.09.
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10. Summary
In its fifth year of operation, the SGBDSN comprised 29 digital sites (as of the end of FYOO) and
performed at a highly reliable level, with over 99.6% uptime in data collection at the central
recording site. At the start of calendar year 2000, we combined all NSL operations under the
Antelope seismic system; processing of the SGBDSN data is now a subset of work within the entire
NSL network. All QA procedures are still applied, and analysis of results shows no change in
network threshold. We have previously used parts of this processing system on the SGBDSN data,
notably the Datascope database. All preliminary locations, associated phase data, and preliminary
magnitudes are continuing to be entered in the Datascope database under Antelope. We now have all
the SGBDSN catalog data in this database since 10/01/1995.
For FYOO, nearly 2400 earthquakes were located within the coverage of the SGBDSN network
(defined as 65-km radius around station RPY); of these, 2313 earthquakes were well enough located
to be included in the FYOO seismicity catalog (Appendix 3). Roughly 48% of the FYOO catalog
events are within the aftershock zone of the 1992 Little Skull Mountain earthquake, and roughly 20%
of events of the FYOO catalog lie in the aftershock zone of the January 1999 Frenchman Flat
earthquake. There were no other notable clusters of events in FYOO. The total seismic moment
release in FYOO was very low compared to previous years, with the largest earthquake in the catalog
having an ML of only 3.09. No earthquakes in the FYOO catalog were large enough to generate
usable data at the 9 stations of the strong-motion network.
Aside from the earthquakes detected with the network, 74 presumed manmade events were identified
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in FYOO (Appendix 4). Most of these were blasts from known mining sites in Bare Mountain and
toward Beatty, Nevada; but this activity ceased near the end of 1999. Numerous events of surface
blast character were recorded near the station STC and are presumed to be associated with NAFB
activity. The most interesting of the manmade seismic events were four collapse-like events detected
in eastern Yucca Flat where known UNE cavities exist. These were in addition to three previously
reported in this area during FY98-99.
For FYOO a total of 28 events in the SGBDSN catalog were large enough to have focal mechanisms
reliably determined. Generally, the tension axes of the mechanisms cluster closely at low dip angles
around 60° west of north (or its opposite at 60° east of south). The pressure axes are more scattered,
showing a broader range of dips, but aligning generally along 30° east of north. This result agrees
well with focal mechanisms previously reported for the SGBDSN monitoring area.
In FYOO three more earthquakes were located within 10 km of the proposed repository (specifically,
station RPY). The largest of this group had an ML = 0.07. This low seismicity rate is normal
compared to the rate established in prior years of SGBDSN monitoring. In addition, several more
events were located within the southern part of the Yucca Mountain block, although at greater than
10 km from RPY. One of these events was large enough (ML = 1.03) to obtain a focal mechanism, a
pure strike-slip with tension axis at approximately N45°W.
A composite earthquake catalog for the years 1978 to 2000 was prepared for the Death Valley region.
This area has been largely monitored with the analog stations of the Southern Great Basin Seismic
Network; however, with the advent of Antelope processing at NSL in January 2000, data from these
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older stations are being beneficially integrated with that of the SGBDSN network. The largest
earthquake within the current boundary of Death Valley National Park was the 1993 Eureka Valley
M 6.1 event. An earthquake near Scotty's Junction in August 1999, but just outside the park,
measured M 5.7. The Furnace Creek and the Death Valley faults exhibit a relatively low level of
seismic activity. An area around the Ubehebe Crater is fairly active.
The Furnace Creek-Death Valley fault zone is the second longest in California, and PSHA studies
have shown that it represents a significant seismic hazard for Yucca Mountain facilities. The large
known slips on the Furnace Creek Fault (3 m or greater) suggest that this fault may have a significant
role in strains at Yucca Mountain. The Coulomb stress change at Yucca Mountain resulting from
displacement on a 65-km section the Furnace Creek Fault (equivalent to an M 7.3 earthquake) was
calculated to be roughly -2 to -3 bars on north-striking, high-angle, dip-slip faults at Yucca
Mountain. This effect tends to move Yucca Mountain faults away from failure. The relationship
between the seismic cycle on the Furnace Creek-Death Valley fault zone and the seismic hazard at
Yucca Mountain is complex, and we have considered only a simple model that accounts for
Coulomb stress changes at Yucca Mountain following large earthquakes on this fault zone. On a
long-term basis, this model suggests that recurring events of this nature on the Furnace Creek Fault
may perturb some of the regional strain accumulation at Yucca Mountain, potentially reducing the
seismic hazard at Yucca Mountain, at least on a temporary basis.
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Table 5-1
Location and Magnitude Parameters for Yucca Flat "Collapse" Events
date time latitude longitude depth ML
UTC (km)
07/19/1998 14:45:50.52 37.0683 116.0057 0 .00 1.68
02/27/1999 12:35:25.01 37.0713 116.0162 0 . 0 0 1.43
04/04/1999 17:42:35.14 37.0688 116.0052 0 .00 1.15
04/04/2000 09:17:59 .04 37.0793 115.9847 0 .00 0.52
08/07/2000 14:35:16.37 37 .0783 115.9946 0 . 0 0 1.23
08/27/2000 02:25:13.61 37.0749 115.9978 0 .00 -0.50
08/27/2000 0 3 : 0 7 : 4 9 . 9 5 37 .0787 115.9923 0 . 0 0 -0 .20
Table 6-1
Earthquakes Located Near Yucca Mountain in FYOO
Date
991110
991124
991201
991127
991201
991204
991227
991228
000319
000320
000415
000416
000527
000907
Origin Time
hr
06
05
03
14
03
20
16
11
12
04
21
00
00
07
mn sec
03 18.
50 26.
06 12.
10 10.
06 12.
47 29.
10 15.
23 03.
52 21.
00 42.
39 39.
53 40.
01 35.
16 30.
84
89
25
16
25
14
84
65
34
04
46
80
32
90
Latitude
dg min
36 49
36 45
36 49
36 52
36 49
36 56
36 56
36 56
36 54
36 54
36 49
36 50
36 44
36 42
.97
.89
.85
.97
.85
.64
.26
.09
.75
.49
.98
.14
.53
.36
Longitude
dg
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
min
22
28
31
36
31
34
36
36
35
35
34
34
28
26
. 87
.74
.92
. 09
.92
.30
.55
. 12
.68
.59
.22
.20
.69
.91
Depth
km
5 .26
6. 26
6.54
6 . 95
6.54
9.64
3 .57
5 . 63
4.62
4 .74
5 .22
4 .48
4 .27
9. 07
Magnitude
-0 .
-0 .
-0 .
-0 .
-0 .
-0 .
-0 .
-0 .
0 .
-0 .
-0 .
-0 .
-0 .
1.
20 *
07 *
14 *
07
14
42
24
10
21
38
30
36
53
03 +
* within 10 km of station RPY
Table 7-1
Focal Mechanisms for FYOO
date origin time
hhmm
991007 0801
991113 2113
991125 0517
991210 0435
000106 1731
000124 0150
000131 1432
000206 1421
000222 0018
000307 0031
000312 0833
000313 1411
000316 1017
000426 1101
000510 0717
000510 1032
000519 0804
000603 1729
000614 0944
000624 2332
000624 0729
000824 0308
000902 0046
000903 1621
000905 2006
000907 0716
000909 1912
000910 1339
latitude
sec deg min
53.
39.
03.
20.
01.
58.
46.
39
28
18.
07.
32.
42.
09.
40.
19.
29.
49.
32.
53.
13 .
22 .
10.
49.
40.
30.
11.
40.
OS
.82
.06
58
.36
.70
.50
.41
.88
.41
.07
89
71
.93
.75
36
.14
.22
23
33
71
77
38
31
68
98
92
21
36-56.
37-17.
36-42.
36-44
37-18
36-42
36-34
36-42
37-01
37-08
36-43.
36-45.
36-42,
36-46
36-47
36-47
36-47
36-43
36-44.
36-47.
36-47.
36-31.
36-44.
36-43.
36-44.
36-42
36-43.
36-43.
.95
.98
.39
.53
.93
.51
.59
.71
.82
.01
.17
.58
,76
.03
.57
.64
.53
.15
.23
25
30
61
.91
.95
.02
.34
.93
.18
longitude
deg
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
115
116
116
116
116
116
116
116
115
115
115
116
116
116
116
116
116
min
-39
-09
-14
-08
-09
-18
-14
-18
-28
-16
-18.
-54.
-13
-15
-13
-13
-13
-18
-17.
-59,
-59.
-SS.
-16.
-17.
-17.
-26
-17.
-18.
.19
.00
.73
.58
.52
.69
.77
.48
.07
.70
.57
.46
.30
.13
.65
.82
.60
.74
.95
,15
12
08
.08
.31
.41
.79
.62
.37
depth
(km)
10
11
5
7
9
9
8
11
12
9
9
4
5
5
7
7
6
9
12
6
6
6
13
10
10
10
10
10
.34
.89
.37
.18
.66
.85
.77
.69
.14
.55
.38
.38
.42
.06
.87
.46
.91
.76
.71
.99
.31
.69
.82
.59
.95
.47
.89
.99
mag
ML
1,
1.
1.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.
3
1.
1,
2
1
1
1,
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
0.
2.
1.
.10
.80
.10
.40
.60
.30
.10
.10
.00
.20
.40
.00
.00
.10
.60
.30
.10'
.00
,20
70
90
10
,40
,20
.50
.60
80
.10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 0
.0 o
.0 0
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
,0
0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Table 9-1
Locations of the Strong-Motion Sites
station
SPRS
LWLS
BYMS
SYMS
WCTS
MDVS
TYMS
FOCS
EXHS
latitude
36.6847
36.6433
36.8394
36.8378
36.7986
36.8514
36.8406
36.7778
36.8497
longitude
-116.1800
-116.3983
-116.4778
-116.4725
-116.6269
-116.4222
-116.4683
-116.2878
-116.4303
elev
1.
0 .
1 .
1.
0 .
1 .
1.
1.
0.
•atio:
2741
5639
2009
3625
7010
0607
6612
0973
9845
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Figure 2-1. Stations of the Southern Great Basin Digital Seismic Network.
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Figure 2-2. Stations of the Southern Great Basin Seismic Network (analog).
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Figure 2-3. Seismic telemetry nodes for the SGBDSN.
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Figure 2-4. Displacement response of the SGBDSN S-13 and CMG-40 stations and of a typical
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Figure 3-1. Historical seismicity (1868 to 1978) of the Yucca Mountain area.
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Figure 3-2. Seismicity (1978-1995) of the Yucca Mountain area from the analog
SGBSN.
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Figure 3-3. Seismicity (FY96-FY99) of the Yucca Mountain area from the digital
SGBDSN.
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Figure 3-4. Seismicity of the Yucca Mountain area from the digital SGBDSN in FYOO.
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Figure 3-5. Cumulative moment of reported earthquakes from the SGBDSN catalog for
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Figure 3-6. Density of reported depths in the FYOO SGBDSN catalog. The density has
been computed separately for "LSM" = Little Skull Mountain and "non-LSM"= all other
earthquakes.
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Figure 3-7. Shallow (z < 3 km) earthquakes reported in the FYOO SGBDSN catalog.
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Figure 3-8. Deep (z > 13 km) earthquakes reported in the FYOO SGBDSN catalog.
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Figure 6-1. Earthquakes in FYOO near Yucca Mountain.
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Figure 7-1. Focal mechanisms for FYOO earthquakes in the SGBDSN catalog.
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Figure 7.2. Tension axis projections for the focal mechanisms determined in FYOO.
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Figure 7.3. Pressure axis projections for the focal mechanisms determined in FYOO.
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Figure 8-1. Seismic stations in and near Death Valley National Park.
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Figure 8-2. Seismicity in the region of Death Valley National Park for 1978-2000.
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Figure 8-3. M > 3 earthquakes in the region of Death Valley National Park for 1978-
2000.
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Figure 8-4. Seismicity in the Death Valley National Park region, with DEM background.
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Figure 8-5. Seismicity in the Death Valley National Park region, as determined by the
Antelope system for the period 01/01/2000 - 09/30/2000.
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Appendix 1
Station Data and Description for the SGBDSN
Page 1 of 1
code station name and location latitude longitude elevation on date seismometer
north west km
ALB Alcove 5, ESF, Southern NV 36.8596 116.4547
AMD Amargosa Desert, Southern NV 36.4526 116.2809
BTW Beatty Wash, Southern NV 36.9978 116.5665
CAP Calico Fan, NTS, Southern NV 36.8391 116.3377
CRF Crater Flat, Southern NV 36.8118 116.5340
DOM Dome Mountain, NTS, Southern NV 37.0021 116.4086
FMW Forty Mile Wash, NTS, Southern NV 36.9021 116.3688
FRG Fran Ridge, NTS, Southern NV 36.8169 116.4195
LSC Little Skull Cliff, NTS, Southern NV 36.7307 116.3255
NCF North Crater Flat, Southern NV 36.8899 116.5682
PUV Plutonium Valley, NTS, Southern NV 36.9494 115.9633
PIT Cinder Pit, Southern NV 36.6798 115.4937
RED Red Mountain, NTS, Southern NV 36.6895 116.0930
RPY Repository, NTS, Southern NV 36.8515 116.4563
SCF South Crater Flat, Southern NV 36.7568 116.5440
SGR South Grapevine, Southern NV 36.9805 117.0327
SPC Specter Range, NTS, Southern NV 36.6746 116.2030
STC Silent Canyon, NTS, Southern NV 37.2939 116.4358
STH Stripped Hills, Southern NV 37.6457 116.3375
STO Solitario Canyon, Southern NV 36.8603 116.4742
SYM South Yucca Mountain, NTS, Southern NV 36.7416 116.4460
TAR Tarantula Canyon, Southern NV 36.8680 116.6322
TIM Timber Mountain, NAFB, Southern NV 37.0667 116.4694
TPW Topopah Wash, NTS, Southern NV 36.9016 116.2519
TWP Twin Peaks, NTS, Southern NV 37.2047 116.1234
TYM Thirsty Mountain, NAFB, Southern NV 37.1441 116.7208
WLD Wildcat Mountain, Southern NV 36.7927 116.6257
YCW Yucca Wash, NTS, Southern NV 36.9224 116.4756
1.0660 1998252 Mark Products L4-3C
0.7560 1997115 Guralp CMG-40 borehole
1.3910 1995230 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.1100 1995034 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.0320 1995165 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.7110 1995333 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.1460 1995165 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.1550 1995165 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.2380 1995034 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.1510 1995034 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.2530 1995258 Geotech S-13 Vertical
0.0850 2000334 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.1430 1996037 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.3010 1996038 Guralp CMG-40 borehole
0.9090 1995034 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.5600 1998127 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.0640 1996075 Guralp CMG-40 borehole
1.9600 1995209 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.0500 2000179 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.3590 1995165 Geotech S-13 Vertical
0.9950 1995034 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.2310 1996023 Geotech S-13 Vertical*
1.8710 1996143 Guralp CMG-40 borehole
1.5730 1995258 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.5760 1995205 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.4570 1996275 Guralp CMG-40 borehole
0.9300 1995193 Geotech S-13 Vertical
1.4980 1996032 Geotech S-13 Vertical
* station TAR used a Guralp CMG-40 until 08/07/1998
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Appendix 2
Downtime Log for the SGBDSN in FYOO
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comments
trying to solve DAS 1000 problems
trying to solve DAS 7896 problems
power problem in computer room
power problem in computer room
Top RT112 hung, taking out the DataServer
Switched processes to gold for Y2K patching on
goldl. No problems running on gold.
Restored processes to goldl --no problems and
minimal data loss.
Temperature problem in computer room
crashed and restarted again
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown - alarm
did not work
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown - alarm
did not work
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed - - reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- "station 0"
DataServer crashed -- "modem 0 station 0"
ref2orb crashed DataServer, streammask failed,
then second client launched by rtexec
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- modem bank 4
DataServer crashed -- modem bank 4
DataServer crashed -- modem bank 4
DataServer crashed -- modem bank 4
DataServer crashed -- moden bank 4
modem bank 1 problems (unresolved)
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
swiching CPU card
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
telemetry problem -- northern stations still
up,southern stations all down
ultragold reboot
reset the system -- Southern stations were
down. Technicians disconnected it and plugged
it in again after they fixed it.
power cycled the second modem bank
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134
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135
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141
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16
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16
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35
35
15
41
00
15
30
17
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
DataServer crashed -- reason unknown
Software development, transition testing
datserver
UPS failed and crashed all computers
goldl internal drive failed --switch to
drive repaired -- switch back to goldl
, new
gold
Notes:
Note 1: Downtimes are taken from on-line file entries.
Note 2: Times reported here cover intervals for which the entire data collection was down or
inoperative due to software program failure, transmission failure, modem bank failure, or other
hardware failure. It is not intended to cover individual station downtimes.
Note 3: Downtimes may be misleading. The DAS units in the field retain the data when the data
collection program or modem bank is down and may send it all when they come back up.
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Events identified as blasts in FYOO
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* time (UTC) is arrival time at nearest station
Appendix 5
Antelope Verification
(programs reOorb, dbpick, dbloc2)
Introduction:
This appendix is intended to satisfy Section 5.1.1 of AP-SI-1Q, Rev. 2, ICN 2 ("Software
Management"). It will document certain functions of the Antelope software as a "software
routine." This software was in effect for the period 01/01/2000 to 09/30/2000, three-fourths of
the fiscal year covered by this report. These functions are essentially to accurately record the
data from a raw incoming stream of field-digitized packets, to recognize seismic signals in an
input of continuous seismic data from multiple sites, and to associate these signals into candidate
events which will later be refined into "final" events for submission to the technical database of
the Yucca Mountain Project. The later stage of refinement is handled by qualified software
already in the software configuration system.
The first effort here is to qualify the stage at which the candidate events are formed, with the
questions being: 1) are we forming a reasonably complete set of candidate events and 2) are we
missing any significant earthquakes? "Reasonable" in this context would mean that we not
degrade from previous procedures of forming the candidate events. These former procedures
have been in place for over 4 years and have established a low threshold for reporting
earthquakes in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain, and confidence has been built up in the former
procedures.
"Antelope" is a very large software system commercially available from Boulder Real-Time
Technology. Only a small subset of that software is being addressed here. It is compiled under
the C compiler of the Sun Solaris O/S 2.7 and runs on Sun machines with O/S 2.7 or higher. The
Antelope version being addressed here is version 4.2u.
A full-blown software test could conceivably occupy many months and would be inconsistent
with the purpose this software serves. It is only necessary to look at gross results for a small
period of time in order to verify that the software is doing it intended function and producing
reasonable results. We have chosen January 2000 as the time period. We have further focused
on a single day for detailed analysis - February 6, 2000, judged to be a typical day.
Synopsis of how Antelope forms a list of candidate events:
1) conventional STA/LTA detection algorithms are run over continuous data inputs from the
seismic stations to create a list of detections, using 20 sps channels
2) space-time windowing is used to look for detections that appear to come from a single
event
3) a grid-based algorithm is used to pinpoint the most likely location of the event, followed by
analyst review and relocation with a conventional least-squares hypocenter program
4) the preliminary location is used to form a preliminary magnitude estimate
Compare that to our previous procedure (in effect the 4 previous years):
1) trigger (detection) times are reported by the field DAS units (using STA/LTA algorithms
also, but on 100 sps channels)
2) triggers are associated with a crude 15-second window across the Yucca Mountain network
into candidate events
3) analysts review the event and locate it with a conventional least-squares hypocenter
program
4) a preliminary magnitude is computed, based on the preliminary location
In both procedures, a second pass on automated, "first-cut" events is made by human analysts to
review the events and locate them if they are "local" events within the Yucca Mountain network.
In both cases, an independent review is made of leftover detections - those which were not
associated to any event. In both cases, additional, very small, events are found - on the order of
one or two per day. In both cases, a preliminary list of hypocenters is produced. This
preliminary set is cut at a radius of 65 km from Yucca Mountain and then refined with qualified
software to produce the final qualified catalog of earthquakes on an annual basis.
Forming the candidate list of events:
The pre-2000 procedure of compiling a list of candidate events resulted in "event sheets" of .
typically 2-3 individual pages. For day 037 (February 6, 2000) the event sheet is shown in
Figure A-l. This figure shows that all events in the pre-2000 procedure are given a "type" by the
human analyst. For purposes here, only type L needs to be discussed; it refers to local
earthquakes within the Yucca Mountain network. These events are located and assigned
preliminary magnitudes. No additional local events were found in the independent review of
"leftover" detections. On day 037, 10 local events (L) were recognized. One (23:50 UTC) was
unbeatable due to the fact that really only two stations showed seismic signals. The post-2000
procedure utilizes the Antelope software to compose a candidate list of events shown in Figure
A-2. For purposes here, only the "L" (meaning "local") events have been designated by the
human analyst. A comparison of "L" events on the two sets of sheets indicates that the 23:50
event did not appear on the Antelope list; however, this was not a locatable event. In addition,
the events at 12:34 and 20:07 did not appear on the Antelope list. This is where the review of
"leftover" detections is important. Figure A-3 shows a list which resulted from applying the pre-
2000 association algorithm (crude 15-sec window) to the leftover detections of day 037. The
two events (12:34 and 20:07) are precisely the events which did not appear on the Antelope list.
They are manually added to the last page of events (Figure A-2) as part of the post-2000
procedure. Thus the post-2000 procedure provides a candidate list which is as complete as the
pre-2000 procedure.
Day 037 presents "typical input" in that the numbers of local and non-local events is about
median. We fully expect similar agreement for other "typical" days. What about atypical days?
For instance, some days in the past monitoring experience have had many local events in a
swarm or aftershock sequence, with up to one hundred or more. We expect that the automated
procedures would provide somewhat dissimilar lists of candidate events; however, the human
review of the trigger traces, done in both procedures, assures that all local events will be
/f* 'a«* f nott.
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date time lat Ion ml type by check comments
2/06/2000 11:34:36 -3.33 159.78 -9.99 | | | I
2/06/2000 12:12:06 37.43 -117.41 1.64 | | | |
2/06/2000 12:14:21 37.24 -116.65 2.06 | | | |
_ _ _ — ___._..,._.._-_ — — — — — — — — — ___ — — — — — — __ _ . _ _ — _ — — — — _ .„ .. — _ _ _ — ,. .. _ ^  _ _ —i -, «._« ™. «. _ _ _ _ — _ — — — — — -
2/06/2000 11:24:09 37.81 -117.54 -9.99 | | | |
2/06/2000 11:46:52 37.58 -117.82 3.34 | j | |
2/06/2000 12:54:36 34.44 -117.22 -9.99 | | |
2/06/2000 13:14:44 38.92 -116.80 2.41 | | | |
2/06/2000 14:04:30 34.66 -115.97 2.05 | | | |
2/06/2000 14:21:39 36.71 -116.31 1.17 | ^  \0 14:23:32 36.71 -116.31 1.58 | | |
2/06/2000 11:47:06 36.49 -116.96 -9.99 | | |
2/06/2000 14:50:44 36.56 -116.43 -0.83 | ^
2/06/2000 15:06:56 37.36 -117.03 1.57 |
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— .. — — — — — — _ _ _ _ _.._.._«._ — — — .. _..»_•»_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._„„._ _ _ .. — — _ .
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2/06/2000 19:41:11 37.51 -118.83 0.88 | | |
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- — — — — — — — -. — — — — •.-. — — — — — -. — -.— — — «- — — — — — _ _ _ _ „ — — _ — ___. ^_
2/06/2000 19:55:06 35.18 -120.01 2.63 | | |
2/06/2000 20:39:42 36.62 -120.08 2.18 | | |
2/06/2000 20:47:16 37.39 -117.09 2.21 | | |
2/06/2000 21:12:54 34.06 -119.96 2.87 j | |
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recognized and eventually enter the candidate event list. Most importantly, nothing has changed
at the year 2000 boundary with respect to the triggering of events at the DAS units. If a real data
set recorded in 2000 could somehow be input to the network prior to 2000, the resulting triggers
would have been the same.
Comparison of output of pre-2000 and post-2000 procedures:
The second part of this software verification exercise is to show that the software properly
reports the spatial and magnitude distributions of events and that therefore the new software
functions as intended.
Figures A-4 and A-5 show the locations of earthquakes within 50 km of Yucca Mountain
reported by the pre-2000 procedure for December of 1999 and by the post-2000 procedure for
the month of January 2000, respectively. These plots have 113 and 127 events, respectively.
Both months were part of a fairly long seismically quiescent period for Nevada and California as
a whole, at least since the October 16, 1999, Hector Mine, California, earthquake. These two
figures show a gross similarity in the spatial distribution of earthquakes near Yucca Mountain,
with most events being concentrated in the Little Skull Mountain aftershock zone. Even though
this verification exercise compared the results from two different sample periods, it is sufficient
to demonstrate the accuracy and precision of the software because it is known that during the .two
seismically quiescent months, gross spatial distributions of events will be the same, provided that
the sampling periods are of near-equal duration and that the sample size (number of events) is
sufficient. For comparison with longer term behavior, we added all the 1999 seismicity into a
plot in Figure A-6.
We need to establish that, within this one-month period of January 2000, the overall detection
threshold of the Yucca Mountain network has not degraded due to the change of procedure. This
is demonstrated in Figure A-7. The cumulative number of earthquakes versus decreasing
magnitude is plotted for the January 2000 events and for the events in all of 1999. (This is
preferred to just using the December 1999 data because it gives a smoother and more
representative curve.) The ML value at which the curve begins to flatten is termed the
"threshold." Conventional wisdom says that the curve continues upward to the left at the same
rate and that the break results from our inability to detect the smaller events due to background
noise across the network. The threshold value for the January 2000 data appears to be identical
to that of the 1999 data, give or take a tenth of a magnitude unit. Once again, even though this
verification exercise compared the results from two different sample sets, it is sufficient to
demonstrate the accuracy and precision of the software because, given sufficiently large sample
sizes, the statistical distributions should be the same. Thus, we conclude there has been no
threshold degradation in the new post-2000 procedure.
Comparison of hypocenter lists:
The last part of this Antelope software verification looks at the locations and magnitudes of the
day 037 (February 6, 2000) events as computed by dbloc2 and HYPOFNVERSE. The
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preliminary locations must be accurate to within roughly 5 km in order that the preliminary list
of events can be reliably screened to serve as input for final locations. Prior to 1/1/2000, we used
"dbloc2"in version 4.1 of the Antelope software to make preliminary locations. For preliminary
magnitudes, we used MLCALC.V1.0, a qualified program. It was possible to apply the pre-2000
software to the day 037 data. The results for the 9 earthquakes in the Yucca Mountain network
(see Figure A-2) are shown in Figure A-8 (top). After 1/1/2000 we used "dbloc2" in version
4.2u of the Antelope software to make preliminary locations. For preliminary magnitudes, we
used MLCALC, V2.0, also a qualified program and which was adapted to the Antelope data
structure. There were no real changes in the computational algorithms for either dbloc2 or
MLCALC. The results for processing the same 9 earthquakes with the new software versions is
shown in Figure A-8 (middle). Differences in any values have been underlined. Differences in
these three cases are truly insignificant. Thus, we conclude that there is no significant change in
the preliminary data brought about by adopting the new procedure.
Verification of both dbloc2 versions 4.1 and 4.2u of Antelope is provided when the same set of
events is located using HYPOINVERSE, a qualified program (STN # 10080-01). The data for
the 9 earthquakes above was extracted from the database and input to HYPOINVERSE, with the
results in Figure A-8 (bottom). Differences between this output and the post-2000 dbloc2 output
have been underlined. The differences are up to a maximum of approximately 0.4 seconds in
origin time, 2 km in epicenter location, and 3 km in depth. These results demonstrate that the
preliminary locations made with the Antelope software are sufficiently accurate to serve as a.
basis of screening out earthquakes for the YMP final catalog of earthquakes. Because the
screening is done at a limit of 65 km from Yucca Mountain, roughly 15 km beyond the network
perimeter, it is highly unlikely that any earthquakes within, or near, the network are screened out
due to poor Antelope- locations.
Waveform timing and amplitude accuracy check:
The purpose of this next effort is to show that waveforms are not changed by any processing at
NSL from raw data collection through Antelope archiving of events. This involves the program
refZorb, which transfers the raw field-digitized packets to data files, and the program dbpick,
which is the interactive graphics analysis tool for timing the arrivals. We especially aim to show
that the timing and amplitude values reported in the program dbpick are absolutely correct, as
these values end up in the Datascope data base and are the starting point for final locations and
magnitudes.
We note that requiring absolute correctness in the amplitude data must be checked with care.
The data undergoes an integer-to-real translation, with consequent small loss of precision, and
readouts on graphical displays may round a value up or down to a nearest integer. Any
significant change would be obvious though. For timing accuracy, the approach is different. We
consider any change of up to ±0.02 seconds (two sample points in 100 sps data) as insignificant
in the context of earthquake location. Due to the fact that indexing is often in error by a sample
point in typical software that deals with time series, a ±0.01 second shift for 100 sps data may be
expected between input and output of any particular program. Because more than one program
is involved here, we allow the possibility of up to ±0.02 seconds shift. Again, although
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undesirable, this has no significant effect on earthquake location. Many other factors introduce
errors in location far larger than this.
Here we will track a particular data sample through its various formats, showing the file names
that contain it, and seek to demonstrate that the data sample remains identical in time and
amplitude. To do this, the station LSC was chosen due to the fact that it frequently records
small, but usable, earthquake signals from aftershocks of the Little Skull Mountain earthquake.
NSL receives data from the field recorders organized into "streams." Each stream represents a set
of specific recording and triggering parameters. Our normal data used in earthquake analysis
comes in on stream 1 and stream 2. LSC was run with an additional stream 5 for part of day 122
of year 2001. Stream 5 was identical to stream 2 (triggered 100 sps) except it was recorded in
uncompressed mode. Stream 5 was cross-triggered from stream 2. After the end of day 122,
SEGY-format trigger files were extracted from the raw data files with
refZsegy-s 2-f 1011220015.0705.refraw
re£2segy-s 5 -f 1011220015.0705.refraw
This produced numerous trigger files, among which these were selected for analysis:
stream 5 stream 2
101.122.01.46.37.0705.4 101.122.01.46.41.0705.4
101.122.01.46.37.0705.5 101.122.01.46.41.0705.5
101.122.01.46.37.0705.6 101.122.01.46.41.0705.6
The suffices "4,5,6" here stand for channels 4,5,6 which are Z,N,E components of ground
motion. A plot of channel 4 (Z) in Figure A-9 shows that the uncompressed stream 5 and
compressed stream 2 waveforms are identical and that refZsegy correctly interprets data. We
expand the time scale around the largest peak in Figure A-10, as marked by "x". The readout at
the top of the figure shows that the amplitude of the peak is +7921 counts at 01:47:13.330.
Similarly, Figure A-l 1 shows that amplitude trough is -10198 counts at 01:47:13.360. The peak
and trough amplitudes in counts seen on Figure A-10 and A-l 1 can be found in the refraw file
1011220015.0705.refraw. First, DT packets were extracted from this file with a utility program
called refgrep:
refgrep -f 011220015.0705.refraw -xDT > packets_DT
Then a dump of the output file (packets_DT) was done with the UNIX utility "od":
od -j 565k -S -N 204800 packets_DT > od_dump.txt
This converts (-S option) the raw data to signed decimal integers. Here is a partial listing of the
output file od_dump.txt around the time of interest (first column is starting byte number):
8526
101.122.01.46.37.0705.4
-1
101.122.01.46.41.0705.4
-108021
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0124600-0000000728-0000004617 -0000005063-0000004171
0124620 -0000003771 -0000003776 -0000006440 -0000009216
0124640-0000001470 0000007921 0000004158-0000006388
0124660-0000010198-0000006360 -0000001358 0000003032
0124700 0000001710-0000002792 -0000002155 -0000000820
0124720 0000000093-0000000324 -0000002476 -0000004133
Note "0000007921" in third line and "-0000010198" in fourth line. These are precisely the
amplitudes of the two identified points at 3 samples (0.03 s) apart. After acquisition of the data
into the Antelope system via the program refZorb, the Antelope data for this waveform is stored
in the first of these 3 files:
LSC.EHZ.2001:122:00:13:14
LSC.EHN.2001:122:00:13:14
LSC.EHB.2001:122:00:13:14
Here the file name contains the basic information needed to identify the data: year (2001); Julian
day (122); hour (01), minute (46), and second (49) of the trigger; station name (LSC), and
channel name (EHZ,EHN,EHE). A listing of the waveform directory shows these files, as well
as the numerous other ones for this day, each containing one particular channel of data. The file
name contains the day and time of the first sample in the file, to the nearest second. These
particular files were opened at 13 minutes, 14 seconds into day 122; this is the time of the first
trigger at LSC for this day. The files contain all stream 2 triggers for the day.
A plot of the Z data was made with dbpick, as shown in Figure A-12. Times were picked for the
peak and the trough at the identified points in Figure A-12. An expanded time scale is used in
Figure A-13 to show the data of interest. The picked times are recorded in the Antelope database
as phases "Pu" and "Pd". This data can be seen with the following database command:
dbsubset reno.arrival "iphase = 'Pd' || iphase == 'Pu'" | dbselect - sta chan iphase 'strtime(time)'
which produces these two lines:
LSC EHZ Pu 5/02/2001 1:47:13.331
LSC EHZ Pd 5/02/2001 1:47:13.360
Note that these times are exactly (to within 1 ms) the same as shown on Figures A-10 and A-l 1.
After events are picked and located, and their magnitudes computed, a program is run to cut out
data for windows surrounding the arrivals, according to station distance from the epicenter. Data
for each located event is thus cut out and then stored in a separate subdirectory. For the
particular event of this example, the subdirectory is "evid00400" where "00400" is the unique
event number assigned to this event. Within this subdirectory, the files
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20011220146.49.LSC.EHZ
20011220146.49.LSC.EHN
20011220146.49.LSC.EHE
are seen to exist. Again, as above, the file name contains the basic information needed to
identify the data. A listing of the subdirectory will show these files, among the others having
extracted windows of data for this event. Internally, the file has SAC format; this format gives
more precise information on the data that can be seen when using the SAC program. Here, we
again plot the data from the vertical (EHZ) channel to confirm that amplitudes and times are still
accurate by using the command:
pql -sac 20011220146.49.LSC.EHZ
Figure A-14 shows the pql plot after expanding the time scale to show the data of interest. The
time of the peak is again displayed as 01:47:13.330, which is precisely the value seen when the
original SEGY file, created from the raw data, was plotted. The amplitude of+7921 is also
preserved. The result for the trough (not shown) was also that time and amplitude are preserved.
Summary:
Since 1/1/2000, we have replaced some ad hoc procedures for compiling a list of candidate
earthquakes in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain with Antelope-based software and procedures.
We have shown that the tested software routines adequately perform their intended functions
with no apparent degradation of candidate event lists. This is assured by the continuing review
of triggered events. We have also shown that, for events on a particular day, there is no
degradation in the preliminary locations and magnitudes computed for the candidate events. We
have shown that preliminary locations are not significantly different than final locations, as
provided by the qualified program HYPOINVERSE, and therefore are sufficient for screening
out the events to be used in the final location. Thus, we accept the Antelope-based processing as
the preliminary step in our forming a catalog of earthquakes for the Yucca Mountain vicinity.
We have also shown that any particular point of sampled data retains its value (time and
amplitude) throughout the transformations from raw data to archive. Thus we are assured that
final locations and magnitudes are calculated with correct data values for the Yucca Mountain
catalog of earthquakes.
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Appendix 6
DB2PHS Software Validation
This appendix is intended to satisfy Section 5.1.1 of AP-SI-1Q, Rev. 2, ICN 2 ("Software
Management"). It will document the program "db2phs" as a "software routine". IPR-002
requires one to run a program db2phs to create a list of phase arrivals as input to
HYPOINVERSE (STN 10080-1.0-00). Thus db2phs is basically a data reformatting program.
The input to db2phs is data in the Datascope tables called origin, assoc, and arrival. An example
is provided below for an earthquake on April 9, 2000; the fields of interest can be arranged as
shown after a "join" operation on the three tables.
date origin time lat. Ion. depth sta date arrival time
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
-.22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
:22.
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
171
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36. 7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
36.7097
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
.1954
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
0.2638
AL5 S
CAP S
FMW P
FMW S
FRG P
FRG S
LSC P
LSC S
RED P
RED S
RPY P
SPC P
STO P
STO S
SYM P
TPW P
TPW S
YCW P
YCW S
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
4/09/2000
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
21:58
:31.657
:29.085
:27.466
:30.935
:26.880
:30.277
:24.843
:26.868
: 24. 3 02
:26.181
:27.805
:23.317
:28.250
:32.469
:26.812
:26.570
:29.715
:28.967
:33.431
* field is phase name (P or S)
The column headings are not part of the Datascope output but have been added here for clarity.
A total of 19 phases (P or S) are associated with this earthquake on April 9, 2000. Note that the
hypocenter information is simply repeated on each arrival line. The program db2phs is designed
to handle many events in a run, but we will examine only the output for this event and one other
to verify correct functioning. The following output is in the format of HYPOINVERSE ".1st"
files for the April 9, 2000, earthquake. Documentation of that format is in the "User's Guide to
HYPOINVERSE" (USGS Open File Report 89-314, TIC#243752).
AL5 P 5 000409215822.17 31.65ES 3
CAP P 5 000409215822.17 29.OSES 3
FMW PU3 000409215827.46 30.93ES 3
FRO PU3 000409215826.88 30.27ES 3
LSC PU2 000409215824.84 26.86ES 3
RED PUS 000409215824.30 26.18ES 3
RPY PD3 000409215827.80
SPC PD2 000409215823.31
STO PD3 000409215828.25 32.46ES 3
SYM PU3 000409215826.81
TPW PD2 000409215826.57 29.71ES 3
YCW PU3 000409215828.96 33.43ES 3
09215822.136 42.6116 11.7 0.26
The format of this file, except the last line, is as follows:
columns description
1- 3 station name (3-letter code)
6 - 6 always "P"
7 - 7 direction of first motion (u or D or blank)
8- 8 weight of P arrival
10-11 year (2-digit)
12-13 month
14-15 day
16-17 hour
18-19 minute
20-24 second of P-wave arrival
32-36 second of S-wave arrival
37-37 always "E" (if S-wave arrival exists)
38-38 always "S" (if S-wave arrival exists)
40-40 weight of S arrival (always "3" if S-wave arrival exists)
The format of the last (trial hypocenter) line is as follows:
5- 6 day
7 - 8 hour
9-10 minute
11-14 second
15-16 latitude degrees
18-21 latitude minutes
22-24 longitude degrees
26-29 longitude minutes
30-34 depth
Comparison of P and S arrival times to those in the Datascope listing shows that they are
translated correctly. A truncation to hundredths of a second is necessary to fit the
HYPOINVERSE format, but this is an insignificant loss of accuracy. Note that S arrival times
are given only in seconds, again a HYPOINVERSE format constraint. For the two stations not
reporting a P wave, a "fake" P wave is inserted by the program in the output with a weight of
"5". The HYPOINVERSE program will, by default, ignore such P waves when "5" is detected.
The last line above is the "trial" hypocenter for HYPOINVERSE. In that line year and month do
not appear because they are presumed to be the same as for the arrivals. Latitude and longitude
are converted from minutes to decimal degrees in order to compare these values with the ones in
the Datascope table:
db2phs minutes db2phs decimal degrees Datascope decimal degrees
lat.
Ion.
42.6
11.7
0.7100
0.1950
0.7097
0.1954
This loss of accuracy (equivalent to roughly 40 m) is not significant in a trial hypocenter. The
depth (km) is truncated to hundredths of a km, again not a significant loss of accuracy. The
HYPOINVERSE run using the db2phs output data for this event results in the following
hypocenter estimate:
O.T. = 21:58:22.56
lat = 36°41.67'-36.6945°
Ion = -116°10.82'~ 116.1803°
depth = 3.50km
The difference from the location made with Antelope and shown in the Datascope listing above
is approximately 1.5 km in latitude and in longitude and 3.2 km in depth. This is not
unreasonable considering the different location algorithms and the shallow depth of the event,
coupled with a station configuration that has a 130° azimuthal gap to the west. The depth is
known to be very dependent on location algorithm, especially when shallow. HYPOINVERSE
pulls the event to the southeast, increases its depth, and compensates with an increase in O.T. of
approximately 0.4 seconds.
The db2phs program must be able to handle arrival times that overlap the minute mark relative to
the origin time. Here is such a case, shown in a Datascope listing again:
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
06:2
06:2
06:2
06:2
06:2
06:2
06:2
1:55.
1:55.
1:55.
1:55.
1:55.
1:55.
1:55.
369
369
369
369
369
369
369
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
.7357
.7357
.7357
.7357
.7357
.7357
.7357
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
-116
.3070
.3070
.3070
.3070
.3070
.3070
.3070
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
.1728
.1728
.1728
.1728
.1728
.1728
.1728
LSC
LSC
CAF
FMW
RED
YCW
YCW
P
S
S
P
P
P
S
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
4/19/2000
06:21
06:21
06:22
06:21
06:21
06:22
06:22
:57.489
:58.775
:00.547
:59.388
:59.384
:00.492
: 04.Oil
The result of running db2phs on this example is:
CAP P 5 000419062155.36 60.54ES 3
FMW PD2 000419062159.38
LSC PD2 000419062157.48 58.77ES 3
RED PU3 000419062159.38
YCW PD3 000419062200.49 04.01ES 3
19062155.336 44.1116 18.4 9.17
Note that the S time in the case of station CAP is correctly put at 60.54 seconds relative to the
minute of the P time. Note also that the YCW times are correctly represented to be in the next
minute.
Beyond these examples, comparison of thousands of events located with HYPOINVERSE after
the db2phs conversion of data from Datascope has shown that, in the vast majority of locations,
HYPOINVERSE vs. Datascope origins are within a few tenths of km of one another and that
origin times are within a few tenths of seconds at most.
The code for db2phs is shown on the following pages.
/home/ymp2/developsoft/db2phs/db2phs.c
db2phs, Version 1.0, 10/01/2001
This is a program to make HYPOINVERSE "PHS" files for events in a specified
database or for one particular event in a database as given by the origin id.
Usage: db2phs database orid outfile [4]
database = file prefix for database tables
orid = origin id (use 0 to convert all events in origin table)
outfile = name of file to hold created pic files
4 = flag to indicate that 4-wgt arrivals are to be used
Note: If all events requested, outfile will hold all phs files in sequence
of events in origin table.
This program searches the arrival table for all possible P and S phases
for an event and then checks them against the assoc table. If in the assoc
table, they are put in the phs file; if not, they are tagged as "4" weight
arrivals and are put in the phs file only if requested by the "4" flag.
*/
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
<math.h>
<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<ctype.h>
<stdlib.h>
"db.h"
"coords.h"
"stock.h"
"tttaup.h"
#define rtd 57.2958
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
int
int
int
int
double
double
double
double
Dbptr
FILE
Tbl
searchExpr[80],Pstring[20],Sstring[10];
phase[9],iphase[9],fm[3],laststa[7],sta[7],timedef[2]
asta[500] [7] ,bsta[7]-;
*database,*astring;
*Pminutes,*Sminutes,*Pseconds,*Sseconds;
*btime,*adate;
*cstring;
bstring[21];
arid,orid,four_wgt;
no,na,ns,is_P,is_S,Pwgt,Swgt,nass;
latdg,londg,latmn,lonmn;
latd,lond,i,ista,nsta;
slat[500],slon[500];
distance,azimuth,ttime,residual;
otime,atime,Ptime,Stime,deltim;
lat,Ion,latm,lonm,depth,sec,alat,alon,elat,elon;
db,dbo,dba,dbaa,dbs,dbj 0,dbj1,dbj 2,dbss,dbsite;
*outfile,*errfile;
*sortkeys;
database = malloc(80);
astring = malloc(80);
/*printf("argc = %d\n",argc);*/
if (argc < 4)
printf("Usage: %s database orid outfile [4]\n", argv[0]);
return 1;
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if (argc == 5)
four_wgt = 1;
else
f our_wgt = 0 ;
/*0pen a file for ASCII output--pic files will be concatenated.*/
outfile = f open ( argv [ 3 ] , "a" } ;
if (outfile == NULL)
{
printf ( "Cannot open the output file.\n");
return 1 ;
/*0pen a file for error output.*/
errfile = f open ( "errors" , "w" );
if (errfile == NULL)
{
printf ( "Cannot open the error file.\n")
return 1 ;
database = strcpy (database, argv [1] ) ;
printf ( "database = %s\n" , database) ;
if ( dbopen( database, "r+" , &db) < 0)
(
complain (0, "Could not open database. \n" ) ;
return 1 ;
}
dbo = dblookup(db, 0, "origin" , 0, 0) ,-
dba = dblookup(db, 0, "arrival" , 0, 0) ;
dbs = dblookup(db, 0, "assoc" , 0, 0) ;
dbsite = dblookuptdb, 0, "site" ,0, 0) ;
/*Get the list of stations, lat, Ion.*/
dbquery ( dbs i te , dbRECORD_COUNT , &ns ta ) ;
printf ("%d stations in site table .An" ,nsta) ;
for (dbsite. record = 0; dbsite. record < nsta; dbsite . record+-i-)
{
dbgetv( dbsite, NULL, "sta" , as ta [ dbsite. record] , "lat" , &slat [dbsite .record]
"Ion" , &slon[dbsite. record] ,NULL) ;
}
or id = atoi (argv [2] ) ,-
/*printf ( "orid = %d\n" , orid) ; */
if (orid > 0)
{
/* Get the event for the given orid.*/
sprint f (searchExpr, "orid == %d" , orid) ;
/* printf ( "searchExpr = %s\n" , searchExpr) ;*/
dbo = dbsubset (dbo, searchExpr, NULL) ;
dbquery ( dbo , dbRECORD_COUNT , &no ) ;
if (no == 0)
{
printf ( "Unable to find specified orid.");
return;
}
}
else
/* Get all events.*/
{
dbquery ( dbo , dbRECORD_COUNT , &no ) ;
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/* Count "no" should be 1 for a specified orid, or else = total # in origin
table if orid was set to zero.*/
printf("Found %d events.\n",no);
fprintf(errfile,"Found %d events.\n", no) ;
for (dbo.record = 0 ; dbo.record < no ; dbo.record++)
dbgetvfdbo,NULL,"time",&otime,"orid",&orid,"nass",&nass,
"lat" ,&lat, "Ion" ,&lon, "depth" , &depth,NULL) ,-
printf("event: %s %d\n",strtime(otime),orid);
if (nass < 5)
fprintf (errfile, "Skipping event %s -- < 5 associated arrivals . \n", strtime .(otime)
continue;
/* Change to lat,Ion in degrees and minutes. Change -Ion to Ion for phs.*/
latd = lat;
lond = -Ion;
latm = (lat - latd)*60;
lonm = (-Ion - lond)*60;
sprintf(bstring,"%2d %4.lf%3d %4.1f%5.2f",latd,latm,lond,lonm,depth);
cstring = epoch2str(otime,"%d%H%M%S.%s ");
strncpy(astring,cstring,10) ;
strncpy(astring+10,bstring,21) ;
/* Query the arrival table for arrivals from this event.*/
atime = otime + 20;
sprintf(searchExpr,"time > %17.51f && time < %171f && iphase != 'del'",
otime,atime);
dbaa = dbsubset (dba, s'earchExpr, NULL) ;
dbquery(dbaa,dbRECORD_COUNT, &na) ;
printf("Found %d arrivals in time window.\n",na);
if (na == 0)
fprintf(errfile,"No arrivals found for %s\n",strtime(otime));
continue;
/* Do an outer join between arrival and assoc tables. Those arrivals with
no assoc record will have NULL assoc fields.*/.
dbjO = dbjoin(dbaa,dbs,0,0,1,0,0);
/* Sort the arrivals by time and station.*/
sortkeys = strtbl ("arrival .time",NULL) ,-
dbjl = dbsort (dbj 0, sortkeys, 0, NULL),-
free(sortkeys);
sortkeys = strtbl("arrival.sta", NULL);
dbj2 = dbsort (dbjl, sortkeys, 0, NULL) ,•
free(sortkeys);
is_S = 0;
is_P = 0;
Ptime = 0.0;
Stime = 0.0;
/* The following initializes the strings with blanks.*/
strcpy(Pstring," ");
strcpy(Sstring," ");
strcpy(laststa," ");
for (dbj2.record = 0 ; dbj2.record < na ; dbj2.record++)
dbgetv(dbj2,NULL,"sta",sta,"iphase",iphase,"time",&atime,"arid",&arid,
"timedef", timedef, "fm" , fm, "deltim", &deltim,NULL) ,-
/* Check if this is a "non-associated" phase, meaning not used in location.*/
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if ((strcmp(timedef,"n") == 0 || strcmp(timedef,"-") ==0) &&
four_wgt == 0) continue;
if (strncmp(sta,laststa,4) != 0)
/* Write PHS file record if one ready.*/
if (is_P || is_S)
if (!is_P && is_S)
/* Search arrival table for unassociated P phase.*/
/* Must create a dummy P time (use origin time)and then use 5 weight so
that S arrival will be recognized and used.*/
Pseconds = epoch2str(otime,"%S.%s") ;
btime = epoch2str(otime,"%H%M");
adate = epoch2str(otime,"%Y%m%d");
Pminutes = epoch2str(otime,"%M");
sprintf(Pstring,"P 5 %s%s%.5s",adate+2,btime,Pseconds);
is_P = 1;
if (is_P && is_S)
/* Problem if S arrival minute not same as P arrival minute -- add 60
sec if true.*/
if (strncmp(Pminutes,Sminutes,2))
if (!strncmp(Sseconds,"0",1)) strncpy(Sseconds,"6",1);
if (!strncmp(Sseconds,"1",1)) strncpy(Sseconds,"7",1);
if (!strncmp(Sseconds,"2",1)) strncpy(Sseconds,"8",1);
if (!strncmp(Sseconds,"3",1)) strncpy(Sseconds,"9",1);
sprintf (Sstring, "%.5sES %d" , Sseconds , Swgt) ,-
fprintf(outfile,"%-4s %19s %9s\n",laststa,Pstring,Sstring);
printf("%-4s %19s %9s\n",laststa,Pstring,Sstring);
is_S = 0;
is_P = 0;
Ptime = 0.0;
Stime = 0.0;
strcpy(Pstring," ");
strcpy(Sstring," ")•
strncpy(laststa,sta,4);
if (strncmp(iphase,"P",1) == 0)
is_P = 1;
Ptime = atime;
;- if (strcmp (timedef, "n" ) == 0 | | strcmp (timedef,"-") == 0)
Pwgt = 4;
else
/* Associated phase — use weight according to deltim.*/
if (deltim >=.070) Pwgt = 3;
if (deltim < .070) Pwgt = 2;
if (deltim < .030) Pwgt = 1;
if (deltim < .015) Pwgt = 0;
/* Compose P part of string.*/
Pseconds = epoch2str(Ptime,"%S.%s");
btime = epoch2str(Ptime,"%H%M");
Pminutes = epoch2str(Ptime,"%M");
adate = epoch2str(Ptime,"%Y%m%d");
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if (!strncmp(fm,"c",1))
sprintf(Pstring,"PU%d %s%s%.5s",Pwgt,adate+2,btime,Pseconds);
else
sprintf(Pstring,"PD%d %s%s%.5s",Pwgt,adate+2,btime,Pseconds) ;
if (strncmp(iphase,"S",1) == 0)
is_S = 1;
Stime = atime;
if (strcmp (timedef', "n") == 0 | | strcmp (timedef,"-") == 0)
Swgt = 4;
else
/* Associated phase — use weight = 3 for all S phases.*/
Swgt - 3;
/* Compose S part of string.*/
Sseconds = epoch2str(Stime,"%S.%s");
Sminutes = epoch2str(Stime,"%M");
sprintf(Sstring,"%.5sES %d",Sseconds,Swgt);
/* Write PHS file record for last station for this event.*/
if (is_P || is_S)
if (!is_P && is_S)
C
/* Search arrival table for unassociated P phase.*/
/* Must create a dummy P time (use origin time)and then use 5 weight so
that S arrival will be recognized and used.*/
Pseconds = epoch2str (otime, "%S.%s"),-
btime = epoch2str(otime,"%H%M");
adate = epoch2str(otime,"%Y%m%d") ;
Pminutes = epoch2str(otime,"%M");
sprintf(Pstring,"P 5 %s%s%.5s",adate+2,btime,Pseconds);
is_P = 1;
if (is_P && is_S)
/* Problem if S arrival minute not same as P arrival minute — add 60
sec if true.*/
if (strncrnp(Pminutes, Sminutes, 2) )
if (!strncmp(Sseconds,"0",1)) strncpy(Sseconds,"6",1);
if (!strncmp(Sseconds,"1",!)) strncpy(Sseconds,"7",1);
if (! strncmp (Sseconds, "2", 1) ) strncpy (Sseconds, " 8 M) ;
if (!strncmp(Sseconds,"3",!)) strncpy(Sseconds,"9",1);
sprintf(Sstring,"%.5sES %d",Sseconds,Swgt);
fprintf(outfile,"%-4s %19s %9s\n",laststa,Pstring,Sstring);
printf("%-4s %19s %9s\n",laststa,Pstring,Sstring);
is_S = 0;
is_P = 0;
Ptime = 0.0;
Stime = 0.0;
strcpy(Pstring," « } ;
strcpy(Sstring,"
strcpy(laststa,"
} /* end loop on arrivals' */
dbfree(dbaa);
dbfree(dbss);
dbfree(dbjO) ,-
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dbfree(dbjl) ;
dbfree(dbj2) ;
/* Now add the trial hypocenter line.*/
fprintf (outf ile, " %s\n" , astring) ;
} /* end loop on hypocenters */
fclose(outf ile) ;
fclose (errf ile) ;
return 0 ;
